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The history of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (OAMC) in Payne County. OAMC’s first students assembled for class on December 14, 1891, even though there were no buildings, no books, and no curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie that were donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

Visitors to the OSU campus often marvel at its beauty and consistency of architecture. Much of the credit goes to OAMC’s legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned some of the university’s most famous and beautiful structures, including the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. A new campus master plan is guiding unprecedented construction that is making OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. Starting in the fall of 2008, OSU has opened the new Multimodal Transportation Terminal, the new North Classroom Building, the west end zone of Boone Pickens Stadium, refurbished Old Central, the Donald W. Reynolds Architecture Building, an upgraded Murray Hall, the new Henry Bellmon Research Center and an updated and expanded Student Union. Hall of Fame Avenue on the north and University Avenue on the south have both been significantly upgraded, and the university is updating Monroe Street and its campus landscape plan.

OSU grew quite rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by a huge enrollment surge. Some graduates from that era may remember “Veteran’s Village,” a thriving community that developed on the northwest edge of campus as veterans and their families moved into surplus military housing provided by the college. The mid-1940s also were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling, and the NCAA championship in basketball. The next year, the wrestling and basketball teams repeated as national champions, and the football team won the Sugar Bowl.

Coaches and players from that era are now sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

People often ask when OSU made the transition from college to university. By the 1950s the college had grown substantially. Suggested names for a “new” institution were “Great Plains University,” “International University,” and “Atomic University.” In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU would build academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999.

Today, OSU has more than 36,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to nearly 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has grown and prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. OSU teaching, research and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
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Message from the President

This is a momentous day on the beautiful campus of Oklahoma State University.

As an Oklahoma State University graduate, you join a long list of successful men and women who have gone before you. For decades, OSU graduates have used their creativity and passion to make an impact on our world. In fact, Branding Success is the name of our current fundraising campaign. We know each one of you is prepared to boldly go forward and find your own success.

We are honored to welcome all the family and friends that are here to join in this wonderful and meaningful accomplishment. We are thankful your graduate chose OSU. You should be extremely proud of the role you played in his or her success.

The entire OSU community – faculty, staff, alumni and donors – takes special pride in watching our students walk across the stage. This is the day that makes all our work worthwhile. OSU exists to help our students pursue their dreams and today we all rejoice!

Congratulations. Best wishes. Go Pokes!

Sincerely,

V. Burns Hargis
President, Oklahoma State University
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Alma Mater Hymn of Oklahoma State University

Words by Robert McCulloh, ’49

Proud and immortal, Bright shines your name;
Oklahoma State, We herald your fame.
Ever you’ll find us loyal and true,
To our Alma Mater, O. S. U.

• • • • • •

Oklahoma

Written by Oscar Hammerstein II
Music by Richard Rodgers

Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain,
And the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet
When the wind comes right behind the rain.
Oklahoma, ev’ry night my honey lamb and I
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky
We know we belong to the land
And the land we belong to is grand!
And when we say - Yeeow! A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine, Oklahoma!
Oklahoma - O.K.
Friday evening, May 4, 2012
GRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
Mr. V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” ................................................................. Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ............................................................. Key
Quintet and Audience, led by Ms. Lydia Bechtel

Introduction of Special Guests
Dr. Sheryl Tucker, Associate Provost for Graduate Education and Dean, Graduate College

Remarks
Dr. Robert Sternberg, Provost and Senior Vice President, Oklahoma State University,
Regents Professor of Psychology and Education

Conferral of Degrees
Mr. V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Recognition of Degree Candidates
Dr. Carol Moder, Professor of English, east podium
Dr. Allen Scott, Associate Professor of Music, west podium

Closing Remarks
Dr. Sheryl Tucker, Associate Professor for Graduate Education and Dean, Graduate College
Mr. V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ................................................................. McCulloh
Quintet and Audience, led by Ms. Lydia Bechtel

Recessional - Platform Party
Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshals

Michael J. Bradley
Doctor of Philosophy in Health, Leisure and Human Performance
    Option in Leisure Studies
College of Education

Anna E. Davis
Master of Science in Accounting
Spears School of Business

Yong Joong Kim
Doctor of Philosophy in Human Environmental Sciences
    Option in Hospitality Administration
College of Human Sciences

Jessica M. Morath
Master of Science in Nutritional Sciences
College of Human Sciences
Saturday, May 5, 2012

UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Grand March
City of Tulsa Pipes and Drums
William Tetrack, Pipe Major

Student Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” ................................................................. Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

Platform Party Processional
City of Tulsa Pipes and Drums

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ............................................................. Key
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich, Professor Emeritus,
Construction Management Technology, soloist

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ................................................................. Rodgers and Hammerstein
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Introduction of Special Guests

Greetings from the Board of Regents

Greetings from the Faculty Council

Greetings from the Student Government Association

Presentation of Honorary Degree

Special Recognition
Honors College Graduates
National Scholars
Phi Kappa Phi Graduates
Conferring of Degrees

First Ceremony
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Human Sciences

Second Ceremony
College of Education
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Third Ceremony
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Spears School of Business

Center for Veterinary Health Sciences Hooding Ceremony

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ......................................................... McCulloh
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Recessional - Platform Party

Recessional - Students

Sandie Busby, sign language interpreter

OSU Brass Quintet: Nick Doutrich, trumpet; Cleon Chai, trumpet; Ben Korzelius, horn; Steven Jessup, trombone; Todd Malicoate, tuba
College or School Representatives
The following outstanding students were chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon in the Student Processional and to serve as representatives of the graduates of that college or school during the undergraduate commencement ceremonies. Each wears an honorary orange cap and gown.

College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
  Haley Renee Baumgardner
  Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
  Agribusiness
  Carrier, Oklahoma

College of Arts and Sciences
  John Gregory Cooper
  Bachelor of Science, Chemistry
  Bachelor of Science, Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
  Wichita, Kansas

College of Education
  Laurel Elizabeth Wilson
  Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics
  Bachelor of Science, Secondary Education
  Tulsa, Oklahoma

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
  Nicholas Andrew Copeland
  Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
  Shawnee, Oklahoma

College of Human Sciences
  Lauren Michelle Oseland
  Bachelor Science in Human Sciences,
  Human Development and Family Science
  Edmond, Oklahoma

Spears School of Business
  Ashley K. Leonard
  Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
  Accounting
  Artesia, New Mexico

Center for Veterinary Health Sciences
  Jason Russell Duell
  Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
  Hennessey, Oklahoma
National Scholars

The following spring and summer 2012 candidates won prestigious national and international scholarships during their OSU undergraduate studies:

Garrett Blake Jackson
Truman Scholar
Udall Scholar
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
  Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
  Agribusiness
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Joshua Thomas Damron
Fulbright Award to Germany, Physical Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences
  Bachelor of Science
  Chemistry
Stillwater, Oklahoma

Aaron Tyler Van Arsdale
Fulbright Award to South Korea, English Teaching Assistant
Spears School of Business
  Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
  Entrepreneurship
Ponca City, Oklahoma
2011-2012 Outstanding Seniors

The OSU Alumni Association and Oklahoma State University recognizes outstanding seniors annually. The Outstanding Senior Award recognizes students who have excelled in scholarship, leadership and service to campus and community and have brought distinction to Oklahoma State University.

Jamie Rose Andrews  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Agribusiness  
Edmond, Oklahoma

Haley Renee Baumgardner  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Agribusiness  
Carrier, Oklahoma

Kyle Gregory Buthod  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, International Business  
Lee’s Summit, Missouri

Clairissa Ann Craig  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Animal Science  
Bokchito, Oklahoma

Randy Gayle Gordon  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Agribusiness  
Seiling, Oklahoma

Garrett Blake Jackson  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Agribusiness  
Hartshorne, Oklahoma

Ashley K. Leonard  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Accounting  
Artesia, New Mexico

Krista Thi Lopez  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Management  
Garland, Texas

Lawrence De’Von McClure  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology, Electrical Engineering Technology  
Desoto, Texas

Mark Whitfield Nelson  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Russian  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering  
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering  
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Lauren Michelle Oseland  
College of Human Sciences  
Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences, Human Development and Family Science  
Edmond, Oklahoma

Carly Jo Schnaitman  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Agribusiness  
Garber, Oklahoma

Kelsy Lee Stein  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Animal Science  
Stillwater, Oklahoma

Elisabeth Karen Stukenborg  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, English  
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Laurel Elizabeth Wilson  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics  
College of Education  
Bachelor of Science, Secondary Education  
Tulsa, Oklahoma
**Honorary Degree**

**Vaughn O. Vennerberg, II**

**Doctorate of Human Letters**

Vaughn O. Vennerberg, II is a native of Midwest City, Oklahoma, and currently resides in Dallas, Texas. Vennerberg graduated in 1976 from Oklahoma State University with a bachelor’s degree in psychology. He served as a student senator for the College of Arts and Sciences and also served on the Arts & Sciences Student Council. In 1976 he was named one of the Top 10 Seniors for the College of Arts & Sciences.

He also served as president of the Student Union Activities Board, Blue Key National Honor Society and the Interfraternity Council. He was a member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity where he received the Bob Cox Award for Outstanding Senior. In 1976 he was also named a Redskin Congratulate, an honor for OSU’s Top 12 graduating seniors. He was also a member of Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership honor society and Psi Chi.

Mr. Vennerberg served as a special assistant to former OSU president Dr. Robert B. Kamm in his 1978 bid for the U.S. Senate from Oklahoma.

Vennerberg was the president and director of Fort Worth, Texas, based XTO Energy, Inc. until its merger with ExxonMobil in June of 2010. At the time of the merger, XTO was the nation’s largest domestic gas producer with 3,400 employees. Under his leadership, the company’s acquisition of oil and gas properties propelled it to the top of the New York Stock Exchange. He has been with XTO for 23 years. He currently is one of the founding partners of MorningStar Partners, an oil and gas acquisition entity.

Vennerberg has experienced great success and his many honors include being named the 2008 Petroleum Landman of the Year by the 12,000 member American Association of Petroleum Landmen, named a 2010 OSU Distinguished Alumnus for the College of Arts & Sciences, as well as a Distinguished Alumni 2011, by the OSU Alumni Association.

A philanthropist at heart, Vennerberg has been giving generously to OSU for nearly 30 years. In 2008, he partnered with XTO Energy, Inc. to establish three endowed faculty positions, which were the first of their kind in the microbiology and molecular genetics, art, and psychology departments. These gifts qualified for a dollar-for-dollar match by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education and OSU alumnus T. Boone Pickens, quadrupling their impact.

Being a psychology graduate and proponent of genetic research, he chose to make the gifts in areas that played a part in shaping who he is today. Vennerberg’s long-term goal is for the three positions to bring national academic recognition to OSU through outstanding research and to help recruit talented faculty and students.

He serves, or has served, on the boards of the Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association and America’s National Gas Alliance. He served two terms on the board of the Oklahoma Energy Resources Board, as well as on the boards of the Alaska Oil and Gas Association and New Mexico Oil and Gas Association.

In 1981, he received a Rotary Foundation Fellowship and traveled to India visiting with various groups about the oil and gas industry in the U.S.
Honorary Degree

Sir Ken Robinson

Doctorate of Human Letters

Sir Ken Robinson, PhD, is an internationally recognized leader in the development of education, creativity and innovation. He is also one of the world’s leading speakers with a profound impact on audiences everywhere. The videos of his famous 2006 and 2010 talks to the prestigious TED Conference have been seen by an estimated 200 million people in over 150 countries.

He works with governments in Europe, Asia and the USA, with international agencies, Fortune 500 companies and some of the world’s leading cultural organizations. In 1998, he led a national commission on creativity, education and the economy for the UK Government. All Our Futures: Creativity, Culture and Education (The Robinson Report) was published to wide acclaim in 1999. He was the central figure in developing a strategy for creative and economic development as part of the Peace Process in Northern Ireland, working with the ministers for training, education enterprise and culture. The resulting blueprint for change, Unlocking Creativity, was adopted by politicians of all parties and by business, education and cultural leaders across the Province. He was one of four international advisors to the Singapore Government for its strategy to become the creative hub of South East Asia.

For twelve years, he was professor of education at the University of Warwick in the UK and is now professor emeritus. He has received honorary degrees from the Rhode Island School of Design, Ringling College of Arts and Design, the Open University and the Central School of Speech and Drama, Birmingham City University and the Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts. He has been honored with the Athena Award of the Rhode Island School of Design for services to the arts and education; the Peabody Medal for contributions to the arts and culture in the United States, the LEGO Prize for international achievement in education, and the Benjamin Franklin Medal of the Royal Society of Arts for outstanding contributions to cultural relations between the United Kingdom and the United States. In 2005, he was named as one of Time/Fortune/CNN’s’ Principal Voices. In 2003, he received a knighthood from Queen Elizabeth II for his services to the arts. He speaks to audiences throughout the world on the creative challenges facing business and education in the new global economies.


Sir Ken was born in Liverpool, UK, as one of seven children. He is married to Therese (Lady) Robinson. They have two children, James and Kate, and now live in Los Angeles, California.
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Graduate College

Sheryl Tucker, Associate Provost for Graduate Education and Dean

Doctor of Education

Spring 2012 Candidates

Monica Eileen Browne • Occupational and Adult Education
Nancy Lynelle Burrows • School Administration
Sakkarin Chaivan • Applied Educational Studies
Robert M. Evenson • Applied Educational Studies
Eschelle L. Gilkey • Higher Education
Susan Jonette Hood • Applied Educational Studies
Susan Gay Johnson • Higher Education
Ronald S. Kelley • Applied Educational Studies
Rae Ann Kruse • School Administration
Timothy Lee Kruse • School Administration
Vance Johnson Lewis • Higher Education
Karen C. Martinez • Higher Education
Ramona Marie Muñoz • Higher Education
Tanya M. Nunez • Higher Education
Jennifer E. Watkins • Occupational and Adult Education
Heather Noelle Yates • Higher Education

Summer 2012 Candidate

Lucinda McLain Fries • Applied Educational Studies

Doctor of Philosophy

Spring 2012 Candidates

Nouri Ali Daw Ali • Electrical Engineering
Atef S. Al-Rashidi • Economics
James A. Anderson • Psychology
April L. Bagwill • Zoology
Darrell E. Bartholomew • Business Administration
Hana Nekatebeb Bekele • Human Sciences
Christopher Allan Black • English
Michael Joshua Bradley • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Nicholas Robert Brown • Agricultural Education
James Charles Bunch • Agricultural Education
James D. Chapman • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Hung-Ju Chien • Agricultural Economics
Jongsawas Chongwatpol • Business Administration
Reid D. Christianson • Biosystems Engineering
Pamela Anne Circo Webb • Educational Psychology
Melissa Cordero Valentin • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Cara Ailene Cowan Watts • Biosystems Engineering
Chris Paul Cox • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Travis R. Davidson • Business Administration
Manuel D. Dickens • Education
Tao Ding • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Melissa Anne Dreyer  •  Education
Gerard Gambito Dumancas  •  Chemistry
Elisha J. Dung  •  Geography
Brenna D. Ellison  •  Agricultural Economics
Chelsea R. Epler  •  Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Robin Lynn Evans  •  English
Mohamed Ali Fahej  •  Plant Science
Trena M. Ferrell  •  Environmental Science
David Jakob Fritz  •  Electrical Engineering
Robin Lynn Fuxa  •  Education
Sanchari Ghosh  •  Economics
Andrew Griffith  •  Agricultural Economics
Mouhcine Guettabi  •  Economics
Linus Joseph Guillory, Jr.  •  Environmental Science
Daniel S. Hubler  •  Human Sciences
Stephanie Nicole Huff  •  Educational Psychology
Reza Jafari  •  Electrical Engineering
Julio Julio  •  Physics
Elif Kalkan  •  Food Science
Amit Khanchi  •  Biosystems Engineering
Abdul Kareem H.A.K.A. Khayyat  •  Geography
Sungah Kim  •  Educational Psychology
Yong Joong Kim  •  Human Sciences
Cindy King  •  Educational Psychology
Johnny Mark Kirk  •  Educational Psychology
Seung Bong Ko  •  Human Sciences
Brian E. Krumm  •  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Hung-Chih Ku  •  Statistics
Toshihisa Kubo  •  Mathematics
Justin Britt Lack  •  Zoology
Joon Yong Lee  •  Chemical Engineering
Misti J. Leyva  •  Human Sciences
Weiping Li  •  Geography
Victoria H. Lightfoot  •  Geography
Hungling Liu  •  Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Jacob Ray Manjarrez  •  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
John T. Mann II  •  Agricultural Economics
Randall Maples  •  Chemistry
Julius J.R. Hot Maris M Marpaung  •  Electrical Engineering
Candie D. McKee  •  English
Kerry D. Melton  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Ronald B. Miller  •  Environmental Science
Yesuf Assen Mohammed  •  Soil Science
Joy Gail Mize Nash  •  English
Shanedra D. Nowell  •  Education
Jessica L. O’Connell  •  Zoology
Grace P. Okior  •  Biosystems Engineering
David S. Olinger  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jeffrey B. Paul  •  Business Administration
Richard Wayne Ray  •  Business Administration
Sharon M. Robbins  •  Environmental Science
Joan G. Sanders  •  Environmental Science
Sayali Subhash Saykhedkar  •  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Darren D. Scott • Food Science
Bhavna Sharma • Biosystems Engineering
Evin D. Sharman • Animal Nutrition
Jon Lee Smythe • Education
Sandeep Srivathsan • Industrial Engineering and Management
Debra Arlene Steele • Education
Erika L. Stevens Olinger • Educational Psychology
Danny W. Stout • Educational Psychology
Ting Su • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Liang Sun • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Mallory Kay Vestal • Agricultural Economics
Mary Katherine Walker • Educational Psychology
Kenneth A. Ward • Mathematics
Earlene Washburn • Education
Kathryn Ann Weinland • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Lisa Kaye Hamling Weis • Educational Psychology
Robin S. Williams • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Corinice Lynn Wilson • Sociology
Todd C. Wuestewald • Education
Dahai Xing • Industrial Engineering and Management
Yumin Ye • Biosystems Engineering
Krishna M. Yerramsetty • Chemical Engineering
Xin Zeng • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Waigen Zhang • Physics

Summer 2012 Candidates
Satyanarayana Achanta • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Matt Albright • Environmental Science
Masoud Allahkarami • Mechanical Engineering
Einas H. Alrefai • English
Ajay Kumar Aluri • Human Sciences
Darshon Anderson • Psychology
Nicki L. Aubuchon • Psychology
Krishna Prasad Bastola • Chemistry
Sherry L. Been • Education
Hiren A. Bhavsar • Agricultural Economics
Michelle Monique Black • Human Sciences
Carlo Branca • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Stacey Lynn Bridges • Educational Psychology
Elkie R. Burnside • English
Donna Ria J. Caasi • Plant Pathology
Alvina M. Cawston • Psychology
June Elaine Clarke • Human Sciences
Jason Davenport • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Collin Levi Davidson • Psychology
James P. Davis • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Preston Lee Dilbeck • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Hui Ding • Economics
Jorge Dioses • Mathematics
Gabi Makram Eissa • Business Administration
Joseph W. Ely • Education
Annetta Bethene Fahnstock • Education
David A. Fedele • Psychology
Meladee L. Garst • Educational Psychology
Mostafa Farhat Ghashgesh • Civil Engineering
Desmond A. Harless • Educational Psychology
Derek M. Heeren • Biosystems Engineering
Robin Rachelle Larson Heuser • Educational Psychology
Re-An Ren Hong • Educational Psychology
Yinghua Huang • Human Sciences
Shireen Hyrapiet • Geography
Janine S. Kesterson • Educational Psychology
Hae Jin Kim • Animal Nutrition
Mary Waruguru Kimani • Chemistry
Aisyah Larasati • Industrial Engineering and Management
Juhyung Lee • Mathematics
Li-Chi Lin • Statistics
Xuele Liu • Physics
Brandon E. Luedtke • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Patcharaporn Mahasuweerachai • Human Sciences
Beverly Kay McAnally • Education
Maria De Lourdes Mejia Carmona • Agricultural Economics
Ehsan Moallem • Mechanical Engineering
Michael Mueller • Biosystems Engineering
Cynthia Anne Muhamedagic • Psychology
Andrea Zainab Omidy Nael • Educational Psychology
Aparna Nagarajan • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Nam Hoai Nguyen • Electrical Engineering
Abhijit Paul • Chemistry
Laura Carolina Pedraza Robles • Agricultural Economics
Supavich Pengnate • Business Administration
John R. Phillips • Biosystems Engineering
Trina Sue Resler • Education
Steven Anthony Roring II • Educational Psychology
Angelica Serrano Paez • Agricultural Economics
Mounir Siaplay • Economics
Bhawani Sigdel Regmi • Chemistry
David W. Sikolia • Business Administration
Ariuntungalag Taivan • Economics
Shereen LaFaye Traylor • Educational Psychology
Siddharth S. Vaijapurkar • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Cuong T. Vu • Electrical Engineering
Jing Wang • Economics
Anne P. Weese • Educational Psychology
Brian R. Williams • Agricultural Economics
Dongwei Xu • Physics
Jing Yang • Business Administration
Yanli Zhang • Mechanical Engineering

Master of Agriculture

Spring 2012 Candidates
Taghreed F. Al Qaraghouli • Kendra Lynn Baehler
David A. Bailey • Bernard Dindy
Austin Saday Dyuordo • Kinya Lane Efurd
John Mark Lastly • Michael Coleman Marlow
Amber D. Martin  Megan Nicole McCool
Laura M. Norris  Haley Ann Rieff
Charles Floyd Robison  Jack Dale Sanders
Elizabeth Ellen Setser  Bethany Lynnette Turner
Jose Manuel Uscanga-Aguirre  Timothy Jon Vermillion
Erin Rebecca White

Summer 2012 Candidates
Laurel L. Bammerlin  Kacie Jean O’Dell
Sierra Re Walker

Master of Arts

Spring 2012 Candidates
Michael K. Anders II  History
James J. Asher  Theatre
Joel Edward Baehler  History
Amanda Gayle Booth  History
Jeffrey Patrick Campbell  History
Jacob Delair Carley  Political Science
Colt C. Chaney  History
Xue Cheng  English
Carly A. Conklin  Theatre
Gregory Alen File  Political Science
Staci D. Freeman  English
John Hansen  English
Steven W. Hopkins  English
Musharrat Hossain  English
Ben E. Jury  Philosophy
Omar A. Khalil  English
Thomas Leif Lassi  Political Science
Lori Lee Lindsey  History
Brett Allen Manis II  History
Sarah Iott McBride  History
Aleksandra Murgoska  Political Science
Derek Schweigert  Philosophy
Katie Elizabeth Skelton  History
Shae V. Smith  History
Susan Lynne Stephens  History
Elizabeth Marie Tabish  Theatre
Thomas Jake Smith Vietzke  Philosophy
Jannah Pauline Zubaida  English

Summer 2012 Candidate
Lena Endsley  History

Master of Business Administration

Spring 2012 Candidates
Syed Tahsin Ahmed  Gerald E. Barker
Patrick Banaise Blake  Ryan Eugene Bogle
Stacey Anne Brandhorst  Joshua S. Burke
Lisa E. Casselman  Ross Lee Cortese
Levester D. Daniels   Chase Vincent Daugherty
Mark Joseph Deveny   Amanda Hartwick Dietz
Jesse G. Doll   A. Lynn Doyle-Hinton
Megan Renee Edwards   Matthew Clifford Elliott
Emily Anne Fairchild   Brandee J. Geis
Michael Preston Gift   Chris Gregory
Priscilla Faye Hurst Griggs   Christopher Michael Hammon
Alison Elaine Hargis   Edward G. Harvell
Ryan J. Heatly   Andrew Steven Heckathorn
Connor M. Horn   Anthony Karl Hunt
Brian Johns   Aaron Daniel Johnson
Courtney Dawn Johnson   Paige Burke Jones
Victoria Renee Keeton   Jared Allen Kelle
Angela A. Kennedy   Theresa Lynn Koning
Sean M. Krahenbuhl   Matthew John Kuperus
Christopher James Lackner   Kevin Michael Lahn
Anthony M. Lee   Lindsey M. Liotta
Dustin Allen Long   Anthony Eugene LoPresto
Erin Marie Marcom   Jonathan Mathers
Jason W. McConnell   Brett M. McDaniel
Kristin R. McElyea   David Paul Mead
Megan Mitchell   Terry James R. Morris
Christopher Matthew Moulton   Rachel W. Mui
Dennis J. Muller   Samuel A. Nelson
Bernhard Neumann   Quang Duy Nguyen
Jennifer Michelle Noordyke   Christopher R. O'Meara
Jeff Eric Patterson   Robert B. Patterson
Phuong K. Pham   Ashley Mechele Phillips
Mandi Lynn Pike   Rebecca A. Rathgeber
Cassandra Marie Reed   Alexander B. Rich
Benjamin R. Ringerman   Harlan Rose Ross
Jarasporn Sa-Ngasoongsong   Jacob Austin Schroeder
Ellen Sembe   Jeffrey S. Smith
Thomas A. Smith   Joni Steffen
Pamela Suzanne Stubbs   Sridevi Swaminathan
Jennifer Lynn Thompson   Mark Thompson
Michael Chad Vassella   Timothy Wenk
Richard Wade Westwood   Oluwakemi O. Wharton
John Samuel Wiland   William P. Wilson

**Summer 2012 Candidates**

David Boettcher   Kamil K. Celik
Michael Martin Coats   Grant Georgulis
Tyler Allen Gray   Ambarish Ujwal Khopkar
Megan E. Lewis   Amanda Marie Meeks
Jeffrey T. Rudd   Jeffrey S. Rusiewicz
Rodrigo Sanchez   Frida Chepchumba Sang
Christopher Michael Sheehan   Ben J. Umdenstock
Paul Lee Wright
### Master of Fine Arts

#### Spring 2012 Candidates
- Mary K. Carter • Creative Writing
- Alex H. Linden • Creative Writing
- Michael L. Melancon • Creative Writing
- Eric Neuenfeldt • Creative Writing
- Sushil Sivaram • Creative Writing

### Master of Music

#### Spring 2012 Candidates
- Ashley Allison • Pedagogy and Performance
- Sara J. Blessing • Pedagogy and Performance
- Ryan Adam Gartner • Pedagogy and Performance
- Matt Hill • Pedagogy and Performance
- Kyle Andrew Smith • Pedagogy and Performance
- Daniel R. Wootton • Pedagogy and Performance

### Master of Science

#### Spring 2012 Candidates
- Adam C. Adams • Counseling
- Sara Michelle Adams • Communication Sciences and Disorders
- Shivani Adhikari • Animal Science
- Ekenemolise N. Adigwe • Geology
- Emma A. Ajode • Environmental Science
- Samiya A. Al Bulushi • Geology
- Amal Ali A.M. Al Gedir • Electrical Engineering
- Redeat G. Alemu • Electrical Engineering
- Prasant Mohan Allaka • Agricultural Economics
- Robbie Michelle Allen • Design, Housing and Merchandising
- Jane Catherine Allred • Human Development and Family Science
- Kamel Ammar Almutairi • Chemical Engineering
- Rock André • Entrepreneurship
- Mandy M. Andrews • Health and Human Performance
- Uddhav Anireddy • Management Information Systems
- Preeti Ashok • Chemical Engineering
- Amanuel Degu Assefa • Electrical Engineering
- Endegena Gebresenbet Assefa • Electrical Engineering
- Idil Dicle Atalik • Engineering and Technology Management
- Lakshmi Haritha Atluri • Industrial Engineering and Management
- Asmita A. Atre • Engineering and Technology Management
- Jesse W. Badoe • Sociology
- Michael Evan Bagley • Geology
- Shivakala Gargeyi Baipa • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
- Jody Matthew Baker • Leisure Studies
- Caryn Judith Bangs • Nutritional Sciences
- Caitlin Michelle Barnes • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
- Sandie Leigh Barns • Counseling
- Malarie J'Ann Barrett • Plant and Soil Science
- Neil Tyler Bell • Telecommunications Management
- Marcus Benjamin • Chemistry
Robert Riter Berryman  •  Geology
Sujith Reddy Bheemireddi  •  Computer Science
Rohit Sunil Bhide  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Dinesh Eknath Bhurud  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Dhaval Ankush Bhosale  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Navneet Kaur Bilga  •  Plant and Soil Science
Kasey Nicole Blevins  •  Mass Communications
Darwin Rice Boardman III  •  Geology
Anton Bobytskyi  •  International Studies
Brit H. Boehmer  •  Animal Science
Dustin S. Bohard  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Camilla Belintani Bottini  •  Food Science
Sherri Bishop Brasher  •  Environmental Science
Jessica L. Brassfield  •  Human Development and Family Science
James Alfred Brown  •  Civil Engineering
Laura Ann Brown  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Warren L. Brown  •  Management Information Systems
Cody James Bruce  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Lauren Nicole Burn  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Scott Busiel  •  Educational Leadership Studies
Alisa Buslaieva  •  International Studies
Verenise Calzadillas Macias  •  Quantitative Financial Economics
Canthini Canthini  •  Economics
Cindy J. Carreno  •  Natural and Applied Sciences
Joshua W. Chaney  •  Horticulture
Lora Cheryl Chastain  •  Counseling
Bee Khim Chim  •  Plant and Soil Science
Pitipa Chongwatpol  •  Nutritional Sciences
Kathryn E. Church  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Cynthia Louella Claiborne  •  Computer Science
Ally Megan Clardy  •  Health and Human Performance
JoyMarie P. Clare  •  Counseling
Jennifer Lynn Clark  •  Management Information Systems
Sarah Elizabeth Clark  •  Human Development and Family Science
Jennifer C. Conyac  •  Educational Leadership Studies
Jeffrey Manning Cook  •  Geology
Angela L. Cook-Herd  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Nathaniel James Copeland  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Ashleigh Dae Coser  •  Counseling
Jared Levi Crain  •  Plant and Soil Science
Andrew D. Crosby  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Krista Nicole Curry  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Sauvik Das Gupta  •  Electrical Engineering
Travis R. Davidson  •  Quantitative Financial Economics
Anna Elizabeth Davis  •  Accounting
Amy Lynn DeBell  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Ajax Delvecki  •  International Studies
Michael Getachew Demissie  •  International Studies
Toby Rex DeMoss  •  Accounting
Carl N. Densem  •  Quantitative Financial Economics
Nilou Derakhshan  •  Educational Technology
Praveen Kumar Devaraj  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Nikhil Devkar • Industrial Engineering and Management
Naveen Raj Dhanapal • Computer Science
Dominic A. Diorio • Engineering and Technology Management
Daniel M. Donohue • Mathematics
William Ford Douthit • Economics
Reade LaRay Dowda • Counseling
Andrew Kelly Dressler • Geology
Kelly Lee Driskel • Engineering and Technology Management
Suling Duan • Agricultural Economics
Chelsea Leigh Dunn • Natural and Applied Sciences
Denise Renee’ Dunn • Natural and Applied Sciences
Michael D. DuPont • Educational Leadership Studies
Hari Harasudhan Duraidhayalu • Management Information Systems
Jessica Nicole Dvorak • Accounting
Stephanie Alisa Eades • Geography
Nicolette R. Earles • Counseling
Jordan Lea Easterwood • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Danielle Echohawk • Nutritional Sciences
Jared Eckert • Environmental Science
Paige Nicole Eckert • Human Development and Family Science
Jami J. Eddings • Educational Leadership Studies
Melody Lynn Egger • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Sean Eric Eisner • Telecommunications Management
Areege Fawzi Eldoumi • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Samia Ahmed Ali Elghair • Plant and Soil Science
Adam Scott Ellis • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Vinay Emmadi • Electrical Engineering
Kadem Kadir Engin • Computer Science
Joshua Blake Engle • Human Development and Family Science
Bradley Scott Epperley • Mass Communications
Abdulhussein M. Esmail • Electrical Engineering
Amanda Rhea Evans • Communication Sciences and Disorders
David Ibukun Fagbemi • Industrial Engineering and Management
Aaron M. Fields • Geology
Alex T. Fitzjarrald • Geology
Catherine Helene Fitzpatrick • Plant and Soil Science
Olha Valerivna Forbes • Counseling
Bethany Alicia Ford • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Robert Lyle Forslund • Engineering and Technology Management
Shana K. Fraley • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Elizabeth Frankland • Health and Human Performance
John Michael Freeman • Civil Engineering
Lisa M. Frein • Mass Communications
Stephanie Michelle Fry • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Katie Lynn Fuchs • Accounting
Pradeep Gaddam • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Sagar Mahabaleshwar Gadekar • Industrial Engineering and Management
John Edward Gage • Geology
Mukul Vasantrao Gaikwad • Industrial Engineering and Management
Jared W. Gale • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Corey William Gallaway • Interdisciplinary Science
Ashley Garcia • Mass Communications
Susan Markes Garrett  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Natalie E. Gentry  •  Geology
Denise K. George  •  Agricultural Communications
Greer C. Gill  •  Agricultural Communications
Laura Elizabeth Gilliatt  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Lynna K. Gilstrap  •  Environmental Science
Braden Thomas Glasgow  •  Accounting
Sheri Leah Glazier  •  Nutritional Sciences
Michelle Elizabeth Glenn  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Andrew Charles Godwin  •  Accounting
Megan Elizabeth Goodman  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Stacie Kamille Goudeau  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Kai R. Graham  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kyle Michael Grau  •  Accounting
Jennifer Ann Greenburg  •  Counseling
Anna Lynn Greene-Hicks  •  Management Information Systems
Jennifer Renee Greenwood  •  Counseling
Ronni Gayle Grigsby  •  Counseling
Chaitanya Guduru  •  Electrical Engineering
Ramesh T. Gunaratna  •  Entomology and Plant Pathology
Raviteja Gunda  •  Computer Science
Aayush Gupta  •  Management Information Systems
Kathleen B. Gurley  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Andrew Lester Hackler  •  Environmental Science
Ashley N. Hall  •  Geology
Kelly A. Haller  •  Health and Human Performance
Nahide A. Hancer  •  Hospitality Administration
Akaylah G. Hanzlicek  •  Health and Human Performance
Sean Patrick Harkin  •  International Studies
Megan Harre  •  Educational Leadership Studies
Todd Harrison  •  Chemistry
Diane Stanford Hassell  •  Leisure Studies
John Wayne Hawkins  •  Civil Engineering
Rebecca L. Henderson  •  Natural and Applied Sciences
Ryan Edward Henderson  •  Civil Engineering
Shannon David Henderson  •  Counseling
Shelly Renae Henricks  •  Entrepreneurship
Rachel Marie Herrmann  •  Accounting
Kristen Kay Hester  •  Nutritional Sciences
Cortney Kay Hicks  •  Educational Leadership Studies
Katie Michelle Hilton  •  Animal Science
Nita Arun Hivarekar  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Cynthia Ann Hobbs  •  Educational Technology
Kami Lyn Hoffman  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ward Lewis Holberg  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Kathryn S. Holloway  •  Leisure Studies
Emily Allison Hooser  •  Zoology
Melissa Kay Hord  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Rhonda Joann Hover  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jerry M. Howell  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Sean Hubbard  •  Agricultural Communications
Kyle David Hudson  •  Educational Technology
Chen-Ling Jenny Hung • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Manoj Kumar Immadi • Management Information Systems
Jose Eleazar Islas Guarneros • Industrial Engineering and Management
Ashley Alana Jackson • Agricultural Economics
Sydney Elyse Jackson • Nutritional Sciences
Ashely Hope Jacobsma • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Reza Jafari • Mathematics
Ivica Janeski • Agricultural Economics
Aravind Jasti • Industrial Engineering and Management
Jaron Trey Jedlicka • Management Information Systems
Shannon N. Jeffries • Geology
Jeremy Jenkins • Counseling
Caroline Idella Crane John • Human Sciences
Raquel Tavares Vieira John • Educational Psychology
Linju Jose • Computer Science
Ryan A. Joyce • Geology
Anand Hemchandra Junnarkar • Industrial Engineering and Management
Mehmet I. Kaldirim • Geology
Sai Brindha Kapalayam V S • Industrial Engineering and Management
Brian Keith Kastl • Mechanical Engineering
Lena Kavaliauskas • Educational Leadership Studies
Savannah M. Kelso • Agricultural Education
Loren Riley Kern • Sociology
Morteza Kimiaghalam • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kirk E. Kimmelshue • Agricultural Communications
Sarah Elizabeth Kirk • Counseling
Molly Kearney Kirkpatrick • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Sam Henry Knipp • Agricultural Communications
Shyam Prasad Konduri • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kristen Lynne Kovalsky • Agricultural Economics
Joseph Daniel Kovar • Biosystems Engineering
Andrea R. Kunkel • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Katherine Kuykendall • Agricultural Communications
Young Geol Kwon • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Darron Uniel Lamkin • Industrial Engineering and Management
Chee Yen Lau • Nutritional Sciences
Monica R. Lavale • Computer Science
Meghan E. Lawrence • Accounting
Christina ReAnne Lawson • Agricultural Communications
Lauren Kristen Lawson • Counseling
Derek Michael Lee • Accounting
Patrick B. Lee • Human Sciences
Nathaniel James Lehman • Human Sciences
Qian Li • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Megan Marie Linsenmeyer • Educational Leadership Studies
Patty I. Liu • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Colby Rey Loud • Accounting
Spencer Cody Lucas • Accounting
Natasha Elizabeth Macnack • Plant and Soil Science
Dung Thuy Mai • Industrial Engineering and Management
Francis Makamu • Economics
Veera Malayappan M R • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Karthik Ragunath Mariyappan • Industrial Engineering and Management
Amanda M. Markham • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jannett M. Marvin • Educational Psychology
Amber Rhea Massey • Psychology
Brian Joselyn Mathias • Industrial Engineering and Management
Michael Ernest Matousek • Biosystems Engineering
Kathryn Lynn McAdams • Accounting
Rachael L. McCracken • Interdisciplinary Science
Marissa Leigh McIntyre • Educational Leadership Studies
Daniel Edward McKnight • Accounting
Mindy L. Meador • Counseling
Kelly Alicia Meadows • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ellen Meier • Psychology
Abiy G. Melaku • Nutritional Sciences
Dustin K. Melvin • Health and Human Performance
Rachel H. Messer • Psychology
Richard Dee Scott Meyers • Counseling
Zhuqi Miao • Industrial Engineering and Management
Taber Leon Midgley • Biosystems Engineering
Melinda Lee Miles • Counseling
Mary E. Miller • Psychology
Felicity I. Milton • Entrepreneurship
Abigail Louise Minch • Educational Leadership Studies
Xiaobei Mo • Accounting
Ujjwala Priya Modepalli • Electrical Engineering
Harshilkumar Mohadikar • Electrical Engineering
Jessica M. Morath • Nutritional Sciences
Kuldeep Ashok More • Industrial Engineering and Management
Kathryn Lynn Morris • Human Development and Family Science
Whitney Nicole Morris • Accounting
Alina I. Morrow • Counseling
Emily J. Mortimer • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
James Dakota Moss • Agricultural Economics
Gant Larry Mourer • Animal Science
Anna T. Moyer • Zoology
Tahnee Mujib • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jeremiah Mullock • Plant and Soil Science
Trenton Melvin Murner • Educational Leadership Studies
Shannon Kristine Murphy • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Katherine Nagey • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Vighnesh Ganesh Naik • Industrial Engineering and Management
Karthik Nakkeeran • Management Information Systems
Emmanuel Lugard Nduka • Mass Communications
Anna Beth Neal • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kalyne Beth Neal • Agricultural Economics
Carrie D. Neff • Counseling
Leslie Ellen Nelson • Electrical Engineering
Angel Nguyen • Nutritional Sciences
Rucha Sudhir Nirantar • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Michael Jacob Novick • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Roland Nunez • Educational Leadership Studies
Rohit Arvind Oak • Industrial Engineering and Management
Sarah Carol O'Donovan  •  Counseling
Varada Ramesh Ogale  •  Electrical Engineering
Deanna M. Ogez  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Cherie Ognibene  •  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Thomas O'Malley  •  Telecommunications Management
Efosa Osayimwen  •  Management Information Systems
Frederic B. Ouedraogo  •  Agricultural Economics
Arjun Pandey  •  Plant and Soil Science
Gautam Pangaonkar  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Hyeyoung Park  •  Economics
Vamsee Pasangulapati  •  Biosystems Engineering
Abhishek Sharad Pathak  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Shashank Reddy Pati  •  Electrical Engineering
Shailesh Ashokrao Patil  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
James M. Patrick  •  Educational Psychology
Diya Paul  •  Geography
Mary Elizabeth Penick  •  International Studies
Ronni S. Perrin  •  Human Development and Family Science
Minh Thai Pham  •  Management Information Systems
Chase Alan Plumlee  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Curtesia Plunkett  •  Counseling
Rebecca Tara Plunkett  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Gregory Bernard Poindexter  •  Mass Communications
Kraig L. Popelka  •  Geology
Kelci Lynn Porter  •  Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Priyanka Pottath  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Kelly C. Powell  •  Educational Leadership Studies
Preetty Pranatharthihraran  •  Food Science
Lauren Patricia Pratt  •  Accounting
Chandra Laurette Topaz Prevost  •  Human Development and Family Science
Mindaugas Pukstas  •  Accounting
Candice Michelle Purcell  •  Counseling
Heath James Qualls  •  Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Megan Ashley Quickle  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Abre Rehmat Qurat Ul Ann  •  Economics
Scott Ryan Rader  •  Environmental Science
Prasana Raja Bhaskar  •  Chemical Engineering
Vignesh Ramamoorthy  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Michael Aaron Ray  •  Accounting
Haritha Prasad Rayakota  •  Electrical Engineering
Michael Denis Reinert  •  Plant and Soil Science
Pardha Saradhi Repalli  •  Management Information Systems
Andrea Lee Reser  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Roshan Narayan Revankar  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Rider Franklin Reynolds  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Randal J. Ridling  •  Communications Sciences and Disorders
Kimberly M. Roberts  •  Nutritional Sciences
Britt Barlow Robertson  •  Accounting
Dustin James Robins  •  Educational Psychology
Andrew Prosper Roewe  •  Educational Technology
Ryan Glen Ryswyk  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Dharmasimha Salla  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Abdoulaye Samba  •  Biosystems Engineering
Rohit Vaidya • Mechanical Engineering
Brittney Michelle Van Leeuwen • Nutritional Sciences
Cameron Hope Van Vacter • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Merideth Vansant • Human Development and Family Science
Sienna Linn Vassar • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Allison L. Vatzlavick • Educational Leadership Studies
Mohammed S. Vhora • Zoology
Balambika Vinod • Computer Science
Rashmi Rajkumar Wadhwa • Electrical Engineering
Joseph J. Wagner • Animal Science
Nicole Leigh Walden • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
David Ellis Walker • Entrepreneurship
Jeremy James Walker • Agricultural Economics
Allison Blair Walker • Nutritional Sciences
Ann Michelle Walta • Civil Engineering
Chien-Ru Wang • Management Information Systems
Gregory Taylor Webb • Telecommunications Management
Emily Janae Wegener • Nutritional Sciences
Sen Wei • Geology
Steven David Welch • Electrical Engineering
Brady Andrew Whisenhunt • Electrical Engineering
Shauntia White • Human Development and Family Science
Jennifer Lynne Whitte • Geography
Lori Lea Wieder • Interdisciplinary Science
Jeremy Eugene Wilkinson • Zoology
Shane Randel Williams • International Studies
Stuart M. Wilson • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Mathew Tyler Withrow • Educational Leadership Studies
Jacki D. Woods • Educational Technology
Samrawit Mamushet Wordofa • Electrical Engineering
Heather D. Wright • Educational Leadership Studies
Xiaotao Yan • Electrical Engineering
Krishna Karthik Yanumala • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Allynn B. Young • Counseling
Christie R. Young • Natural and Applied Sciences
David Paul Young • Telecommunications Management
Ming Yu • Plant and Soil Science
Xiaofei Zhang • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Yan Zhu • Biosystems Engineering

**Summer 2012 Candidates**

Ali Abbaszadeh • Civil Engineering
Juliet Mostafa Abdeljawad • International Studies
Basil Abbas Abdulkareem • Civil Engineering
Elizabeth Anne Albright • Educational Psychology
Abdelhakim Ahmed Aldoshan • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Rohit Milind Bakare • Industrial Engineering and Management
Govindaraajan Balaraman Yadhukulakrishnan • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Sandeep Banerjee • Industrial Engineering and Management
Punit Singh Gian Singh Banga • Electrical Engineering
Daniel A. Bassett • Geology
Daniel Francis Beattie • Accounting
Jacqueline Rene Berryman • Geology
Ben Thomas Bettinger • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Cesiley M. Bouseman • Counseling
Justin William Buchanan • Animal Science
Kelsey Leigh Buck • Accounting
Laurie A. Burrow • Counseling
Belinda I. Castañon • Animal Science
Ramprasad Chandrasekharan • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Dhaval Shirish Chaudhari • Electrical Engineering
Zhesi Chen • Statistics
Kyle Francis Coble • Animal Science
Glynis Coleman • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jessica Marie Curtis • Psychology
Dale W. Daniel • Zoology
Chris A. Dare • Telecommunications Management
Sarat Das • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nicole J. Dewitt • Counseling
Chelsea D. Dobbs • Animal Science
Jingnuo Dong • Plant and Soil Science
Rachel Gayle Felice • Biosystems Engineering
Robert Vincent Felice • Civil Engineering
Jennifer Radine Ferguson • Health and Human Performance
Shuang Gao • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Eric S. Garrison • Educational Leadership Studies
Gabriel E. Gavidia • Geology
Monika Ghimire • Agricultural Economics
Nidul Chandra Ghosh • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Aditya Vishwas Gokhale • Management Information Systems
Amadou Gouzaye • Agricultural Economics
Caci L. Groom • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Chelsea Elizabeth Harden • Civil Engineering
Brisia Carolina Hermosillo • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Samuel T. Holden • Educational Leadership Studies
Jason Michael Hynson • Leisure Studies
Hyman Jafar Meerza Jaaf • Chemical Engineering
Christopher Martin Jack • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Casi Nichole Jessie • Entomology and Plant Pathology
Ketan Shrikant Joshi • Industrial Engineering and Management
Kunal Uday Karandikar • Industrial Engineering and Management
Aditya Kelkar • Electrical Engineering
Nizar Ali Khemri • Electrical Engineering
Deleanor A. Kirkpatrick • Educational Leadership Studies
Todd H. Klevgard • Interdisciplinary Science
Richelle M. Krumskie • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Brooke A. Kusch • Human Sciences
Tammy Kay Lee • Human Development and Family Science
Kelley A. Ligocki • Nutritional Sciences
Hong Liu • Computer Science
Xin Liu • Quantitative Financial Economics
Romulo Pisa Lollato • Plant and Soil Science
Michael Patrick Malahy • Botany
Meagan René Meadows  •  Human Development and Family Science  
Henock Mateos Mekisso  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Jeffrey Allen Melson  •  Environmental Science  
Micah D. Meyer  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management  
Wondwossen Alemu Misganaw  •  Management Information Systems  
Mehmet Mollamahmutoglu  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Michael K. Mugo  •  Statistics  
Andrew J. Nelson  •  Geology  
Adane Sebsibe Negatu  •  Chemical Engineering  
Kedar Kamlakant Pai  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Elisabeth R. Ponce Garcia  •  Psychology  
Sudershan Pothina  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Jarod H. Powell  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership  
Arjun Rajakutty  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Jorge Alberto Rascon  •  Biosystems Engineering  
Lameshia S. Reese Taylor  •  Counseling  
Jeremiah German Rios  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership  
Kathleen J. Rivers  •  Educational Psychology  
Jake Aaron Roberts  •  Counseling  
Jessalyen Schrock  •  Agricultural Education  
Stephanie Dawn Schumacher  •  Agricultural Economics  
Bethany Layne Scott  •  Plant and Soil Science  
Latosha L. Scott  •  Interdisciplinary Science  
Amin Mohammad Sharfuzzaman  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Bhavna Sharma  •  Industrial Engineering and Management  
Helal Tamirat Shitta  •  Civil Engineering  
Pragati Shrestha  •  Horticulture  
Shelby Dederick Simpson  •  Nutritional Sciences  
Eric Weston Smith  •  Industrial Engineering and Management  
Haritha Srinivasan  •  Electrical Engineering  
Andrea Stapp  •  Animal Science  
Nicole N. Stevenson  •  Human Development and Family Science  
Adam Leland Still  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
See Hyiik Ting  •  Civil Engineering  
Heather Nicole Todish  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership  
Valerie Page West Trammell  •  Mass Communications  
Kalpana Varala  •  Management Information Systems  
Brody Donovan Wallis  •  Animal Science  
Lance J. Weaver  •  Agricultural Economics  
Spencer Woestman  •  Civil Engineering  
Tesfaye Kefyalew Woldesenbet  •  Agricultural Economics  
Shuguang Zhang  •  Entomology and Plant Pathology  
Qian Zhao  •  Civil Engineering  

**Specialist in Education**

**Spring 2012 Candidates**

Meghan Lori Bartow  •  Education  
Danielle Elese Kidd  •  Education  
Karen Knepper  •  Education  
Erin M. Lepird  •  Education
Center for Health Sciences
Kayse M. Shrum, Dean

Doctor of Osteopathy

Spring 2012 Candidates

Ricardo Aguilar
Dorian Marquis Anderson
Matthew Anderson Aur
Ryan D. Baker
Baige Bian
Tyson Garrett Bryant
Jennifer Marie Byfuglien
Lauren Nicole Comarda
Spencer Alan Cotterell
Natalie Zoe Eiland
Tyler Estep
Shawn Robert Fitzgerald
Phillip Austen Friesen
Nora Graves
Justin Keith Hamlin
Timmeni Lynn Harrison
Dustin O’Leath Hayes
James Murphy Herrington
Erica Laine Hill
Charity Dawn Holder
James Minsu Jang
Emily Legare Kollman
James Mau Le
Katherine Alexandra Luthey
Nabila Fatima Malik
Michael Albert McClain
Kristin R. McElvea
Jason Keith Miles
Daniel Kent Nimmo
Susan Pitts
Theron Albert Risinger
Benjamin Stanley Roberts
Michael Andrew Sayler
Bethany R. Schlageck
Gary J. Sims
Candice Marie Stack
Pratistha Strong
Anne Elizabeth Sutton
Catherine Carol Milner Thompson
Leah Upton
Scott Allan Vogel
Heather Nicole Wheeler
Chelsea Nicole Williams
Kyle Work

Syed Tahsin Ahmed
Danielle Rae Armstrong
Brandon M. Bailey
Sherry Benjamin
Corey Lynn Bryant
Joshua S. Burke
Desra Clark
Hunter Dale Cook
A. Lynn Doyle-Hinton
Mary Elias Elias
Ann Elizabeth Evans
Laura Marie Fluke
Nichole Richelle Gadd
Elise Nichole Griffin
Steve Thomas Harmon
Tucker James Harrison
Cameron Henderson
Joshuan Nolan Hicks
Jeffrey Bruce Hill
Isaac Ilaoa
Victoria Renee Keeton
Sean Mark Krahnenbuhl
Zachary Ryan Lovato
Ryan Jeffrey Lynch
Lacey Laurel Matthews
Tara Lynne Comas
Joshua Caleb Medved
Ryan Todd Morgan
C. Amber Patterson
Amanda Rene Reed
Heidi Marie Ritze
Valerie Elizabeth Jones Robinson
Stephanie Marie Scheffler
Elizabeth Shaw
Kristina Lee Smith
Edana Dee Stroberg
Brandon James Sumner
Jacob Josiah Sutton
Nicholas Keith Thompson
Kaleb Tanner Veit
Cynthia Dawn West
J. Tyler Whitaker
Megan Breffney Wilson
Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Sciences

Summer 2012 Candidate
Bernadette Olayinka Ibitokun

Master of Forensic Science Administration

Spring 2012 Candidate
Roger Dale Metcalf
Marshall Edward Vogt

Master of Science in Biomedical Sciences

Spring 2012 Candidates
Natalie Z. Eiland
Emily L. Kollmann
Stephanie M. Scheffler
Heather N. Wheeler

Master of Science in Forensic Sciences

Spring 2012 Candidates
Luke Johnson
Erica Lawton-McWhite

Summer 2012 Candidates
Laurie R. Ariola
Ivy J. Rabe
Center for Veterinary Health Sciences
Jean E. Sander, Dean

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Spring 2012 Candidates

Jessica Jo Abbey                           Christopher Thomas Allen
Jeffrey C. Anderson                       Matthew David Barker
Tyla Dawn Barkley                        Jordan Nichole Baumgard
Megan K. Beavers                          Allison Ann Biddick
Sharla Jo Bohi                           Michelle Lynn Brewer Withrow
Tiffany N. Brown                          Megan Jane Buford
Kristen Bailey Cave                       Steven Levi Clifton
Kristin Renae Coleman                    Heather Ashley Crawford
Melvin Lee Crow noticeable error         Dustan A. Dinshaw
Laura Brooke Douthit                     Kathryn Marie Downie
Jason Russell Duell                      Anthony Franklin Fiorillo, Jr.
Mason M. Gauss                            Rya M. Gouge
Adrienne L. Hale                          Allison Anne Haley
Abbey Maria Harris                       Lindsay Dyan Helton
Caitlin E. Hennessey                     Aubrey Lynn Hnatusko
Ashley Gayle Horvat                      Whitney L. Hough
Mary H. Howard                           Kimberly Dawn Jungermann
Michael David Kaplan                     Shelly Nicole Kerr
DaThaniel Josiah Kester                 Tyler Wayne Kilhoffer
Emily Kathryn Kirk                       Lacey Jane’ Knapp
Brittany Carol Koontz                    Zachary Douglas Koontz
Jennifer Hailey Koziol                   Matthew Christopher Kren
Dustin Vincent Leck                      Melissa Magnotta
Kimberly Ann McCormack                   Kelli Jo McMahan
Jennifer Anne Murphy                     Melanie Dawn Novak
Candice Claire Noel Ottone              Emily Aleace Pedigo
Laura Michelle Pfiefer                   Rachel Darline Pittman
Nikki Denise Rains                       Patrick Lawrence Reagan
Eрин Meredith Reiser                    James Daniel Richards
Adriana Marie Robbins                   Judith Ann Robinson
Elizabeth Helena Rosainz                Lana Sarah Rothenburg
Kristy Lynn Rutz                        Emma Locke Ryan
David R. Salazar                         Mindy McNeill Satterfield
Benjamin Duane Shrauner                  Shana R. Smiga
Kyle Gregory Smith                      Kathleen Jeanette Snyder
Colleen M. Stevens                       Megan E. Taylor
Brooks Ann Terrel                        Jennifer E. Thomas
Kathryn E. Tiernan                      Taylor J. Tillery
My Thienn Tran                           Sarah E. Urban
Erik Bryan Van Arsdale                    Bridget Ellis Wagon
Katherine Jeanne Wilson                  Jessica T. Wolf
Lindsey Merrill Woods                    Amanda Kae Wright

Summer 2012 Candidate

Kimberly Brooke Washington
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources

Robert E. Whitson, Vice President, Dean and Director

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture

Spring 2012 Candidates

- Peter Christian Anderson  Austin Anthony DeMarco
- Steven M. Eilers  Corbin Tyler Francis
- Matthew Ryan Hancock  Victor Scott Hilton
- Tyler Alan Jurney  Nathan David Martin
- Jonathan Scott Miller  Jose A. Perez
- Jessica Lynn Proffitt  Cherlyn Suanne Reeves
- Shelly Renae Wolf  Jacob Raymond Wood

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Spring 2012 Candidates

- Agribusiness -
  - Marilyn Christine Adams  Jamie Rose Andrews
  - Aaron Taylor Antle  Haley Renee Baumgardner
  - Jarrod Allen Bomhak  Susan Leigh Cope
  - Joshua Kevin Dale  Caleb Wayne Davis
  - Hollie Jo Detrick  Kelsey Janelle Dutton
  - Richard Tripp Elliott  Lindsey Kate Forshee
  - Clayton Henry Foster  Meredith Alane Foster
  - Randy Gayle Gordon  Elliott A. Hellwege
  - Jeremy Stephen Henry  Ethan Andrew Holly
  - Kelsey Beth Hubbard  Shaun Lowrance Hull
  - Garrett Blake Jackson  Kevin Michael Jarvis
  - Laine Ashley Jenlink  Sean Thomas Johnstone
  - Trent Charles Lanie  Kyle Matthew LeGrand
  - Jacob Albert Mack  Ross Jeffrey Mencke
  - Ethan Taylor Moore  Richard Lee Moore III
  - Clay Dillon Murray  Robert James Parrish
  - Timothy Dean Phillips  Thad McCoy Reimer
  - Kelsey Laine Rogers  Matthew Lane Saint
  - Carrie Lynn Sanders  Carly Jo Schnaithman
  - Justin Wayde Siler  Matthew Cody Simunek
  - Katie Rose Smithson  Steven James Stewart
  - Johann Joseph Stoeckl  Carissa Dawn Taylor
  - Lori Lee Templin  Kevin Alan Thedford
  - Thomas Stephen Thorlakson  Austin Scott Vanderwork
  - Jake Bronell Wilkerson  Randi Suzanne Williams

- Agricultural Communications -
  - Rebecca Ruth Bailey  Jacklyn Patricia Barber
  - Danielle Michele Beard  Chasity Earlene Beasler
  - Amanda Bess Bradley  Shelby Lee Branch
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

Agricultural Economics
Kody Louise Briggs  Dane Merritt Caldwell
Adam Brooks Casey  Cory Todd Detrick
Jacob Daniel Etzkorn  Robert Ray Perry Hall
Jacob Ryan Hudlow  Makayla R. Krick
Kasey Marie Moore  Sara Michelle Shepherd
Seth David Temple

Agricultural Education
Randy Dwayne Bean  Steven Kyle Beck
Jennifer Suzanne Burge  Christopher Michael Ivy
Jared Andrew Lemmons  Tara Michele Maye
Julie Elizabeth Meder  Brittany Nichole Morpew
Travis Lane O’Dell  Jennifer Brooke Patocka
Stephanie Renea Payne  Brianna Deanyae Smith
Danielle Mamie Stutzman  Amy Lynn Truitt
Christopher Lance Whitley  Jennifer L. Wren

Agricultural Leadership
Brady Cole Bay  Steven Chase Beratto
Morgan Elise Casey  William Michael Chain
Jake Alston Chilcoat  Santana Mikel Cooper
Jessica Dilbeck  Matthew Colin Howell
Morgan Kay Keeter  Kaitlyn Jeanne Lingus
Austin Cord Reimer  Timothy J. Tadlock
Ellen Cassandra Underwood  Sarah Dianne Ward

Animal Science
Tamara Dee Angiulo  Darin Austin Annuschat
Cassie Lynnette Bacon  Amber Lee Barrow
Will Caleb Bernhardt  Samantha Jean Bilko
Christopher Bradley Bingham  Heather Nicole Bornheim*
Ashley Erin Broocks  Megan C. Brooks
Talia Sue Bryant  Eldon Joseph Campbell
Darcy A. Casteel  Jessica Lynn Chastain
Heather Dawn Combs  Ashley Laine Conine
Cammerton John Cooper  Megan Lynn Crabtree
Clairissa Ann Craige*  Melinda Rachelle Crase
Melinda Rachelle Crase  Kacey Lynn Curley
Kacey Lynn Curley  Amanda Renee Curtis
Amanda Renee Curtis  Kristen Michelle Davis
Kristen Michelle Davis  Shaniqua Dalyn Davis

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Sharon Victoria Dennison
Annie G. Downs
Derek Paul Evans
Sara Marie Fisher
Matthew Chase Frie
Megan Elizabeth Gardea
Derek Andrew Griffing
Angela Marie Hada
Morgan Leigh Harwell
Jacqueline Michelle Herrin
Casey Joseph Hilmes
Rachel Kristin Holt
Jacob Roy Hughes
Cada Lynn Hunn
Logan Lawrence James
Michelle Kay Kelley
Kristen Marie Kemper
Tabatha Sue Kister
Matthew Kubik
Tressa Lena Lankard
Katie Elizabeth Lents
Cody Lee Lopez
Alexander Walton Magee
Jessica Lynn Irene McCommas
Megan Christine McMurray
Stanley Ray Nance III
Jeffrey Ross Nulik
Lauren Beth Ostermann
Rachel Lauren Patterson
Cassie Lea Pirtle
Jacqueline Joyce Pochopien
Tanner Mark Pullen
Kathryn Elizabeth Rasbold
Kathleen Alisa Robinson
Cory Alan Rogers
Morgan Ashley Sheive
Trey Cameron Siegrist
Jamie Christine Smith
Kelsy Lee Stein
Kaitlyn Michele Suter
Marissa Cheree Tescier
Jamie Lynn Trissel
Jessica Taylor Verel
Marie Ann Wallace
Kellie Michelle Whipple
Kaleb Grant Wilber
Kassindra Jo Winn
Connie Yearwood
Kelcee Lynn Dickman
Kara Marie Ennen
Jaret James Fipps
Brandon Wayne Fix
Hallie Mae Frobose
Mikhael Denise Gilmore
Caitlan Michele Gumerlock
Andrew R. Harding*
Elizabeth Ann Healy
Carly Gabrielle Herriott
Michael Scott Hodges
Julie Elizabeth Hopkins
Jorge L. Huizar
Kyle William Jacobs
Janisue Catherine Jones
Kari Jo Kelso
Zachary Joel Kempke
Katelyn Storey Kohlbeck
Christopher Patrick LanCarte
William Joseph Lee
Lauren Rose Leven
Erik Christopher Loverude
Daisha Chantel Manning
Chelsea Diane McKay
Michael Lance Mitchell
Kristen Kay Nichols
Jarrett Kole Orrell
April Malina Palmer
Kelsey Lee Pfeiffer
H. Keith Plummer
Alisha Nicole Preno
Jennifer Kay Lynn Rahm
Clairice Ribble
Tanner Eddie Robinson
Tera Corbin Schnabl
Krista Joy Shults
Brianna Mackenzie Smith
Phillip Kent Stacy
Murphee Christine Stepanek
Erica Omega Sutton
Sara Janelle Thigpen
Leesa M. Varner
Zachary Vigil
James Tabor Warren
Tyler A. White
Stephanie Anne Willis
Whitney Ray Woolf

* Biochemistry and Molecular Biology *

Whitney Elizabeth Anderson
Whitney Lyn Burch
Rachel Elizabeth Branch
Kelley Lynn Cheek
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

Joanna Michelle Darling
Amanda Neline Jantz
Jacob William Keeling
John Paul Long III
Isaac Abrey Monreal
Jessica Mullins Tucker
Jonathan David Weiss
Kale Scott Goerke
Bryanna Lee Johnson
Katelyn Rebecca Lakin
Allison Emily Meeks
Jared Keith Pembrook*
Michael Marc Veronneau*
Joren Michael Whitley

*Entomology*

Benjamin Kalman Hellie
Courtney Ann Maynard
Megan Elizabeth Prouty
Vicky Elizabeth Kelly
Taymoor Mohammad Pilehvar
Jennifer Lisa Salazar

*Environmental Science*

Christopher Roarke Blackwell
Cory Michael Egan
Allan Earl Ludeman
Evan Curtis Jones Booher
Morgan Elizabeth Hopkins
Sa Olson Ross

*Food Science*

Claire Marie Camstra
Steven Nicholas Garrett
Jordan James Denton
Caro Amber Kauffman

*Horticulture*

Derek Wayne Barchenger
Clay T. Guinn
John Jeffery Henton
Kenneth A. White
Clint Austin Bentley
Evan Mackenzie Moffett Hammons
Justin Bryan Roberts

*Landscape Contracting*

Jerod Grant Howell
Shelly Renae Wolf
Andrew R. Smith

*Natural Resource Ecology and Management*

Kelsey Amber Anderson
Caitlin Elizabeth Chappell
Benjamin Lee Coble
Alyssia Ra’Nee Culbertson
McKenzie Dale Foster
Clayton Zane Hurst
Mark William Jensen
Kanten Zayne Klinger
Dillon Wade McCarthick
Trenton Robert Pribil
Ryan William Sears
Lydia Jordan Tomlinson
Benjamin Mack Whitaker
Timothy Joseph Argo
Emily Ann Clark
Zachery Lee Cramer
Hollie Nicole Delmedico
Brian Stephen Hidden
Austin Gene Jackson
Gabriel Winston Kent
Brent Gage Leadford
Diana Lee Neumeyer
Justin Daniel Rolen
Sariah Alexis Tolsma
Melanie Jean Waller

*Plant and Soil Science*

Brandon Kyle Burgess
Nathan Alexander Farrow
Roscoe Tyler Grimes
Tansy Janice Grimmett

*Honors College Degrees*

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Austin Tyler Hudson  Devon Briette LeCompte
Theresa Marie Medsker  Austin Cates Terhune
Andrew Hays Whitaker  Ethan Cord Wyatt

SUMMER 2012 CANDIDATES
• Agribusiness •
Jordan Mills Beard  Bryce Alan Bechtel
Jordan Elizabeth Brockhaus  Mary Catherine Connolly
Lance Alan Lewis  Kayla Nicole Stapleford
Jared Adam Wedel  Jennifer Kay Wierman

• Agricultural Communications •
Sarah Rebekah Reasnor

• Agricultural Economics •
Bailey Ann Silvers

• Agricultural Education •
Amber Lee Bedwell  Ethan Howard Smith

• Agricultural Leadership •
Nathan D. Anderson  Tyler Lee Choate
Corbin Shane Dewitt  Kyle Wayne Eastwood
Bobby J. Lowery  Melinda Kay McNeil
Robert R. Pearman  Andrew Ryan Smith

• Animal Science •
Tamra Jo Brannan  Danika D. Brooks
Seth Robert Elder  Lakesha Darae Hawkins
Stephen Paul Morcom II  Kelby James Moss
Michelle Ann Pearson  Donald Dean Peper, Jr.
Katherine Elizabeth Powers  Scott Allen Puzacke

• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology •
Melanie Renae Funke  David Vernon Haldane
Caitlin DeeAnn Withrow

• Natural Resource Ecology and Management •
Casey James Ausmus  Christopher Aaron Griffith

• Plant and Soil Science •
Cody Michael Claflin  Lauren Nicole Woods

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

SPRING 2012 CANDIDATE
• University Studies •
Randy Lee Maples
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
- **History**
  - Donald L. Burns
  - Jill Elizabeth Chancellor
  - Anna Leigh Davis
  - Leah Paige Dester
  - Hannah Elise Gordon
  - Elizabeth Dianne Kennedy
  - Travis James Knapp*
  - Steven Robert McQueen
  - Benjamin Foster Powers
  - Victoria Lynn Slatton
  - Rebekah Elizabeth Spaulding
  - Chadwick Mackenzie Totty
  - Steven Wayne Webster
  - Elizabeth Stuart Caldwell
  - Kasey Evan Cook
  - Thomas James Denker
  - Rebecca Budd Emmons
  - James Ray Jackson
  - Brian Peter King
  - Valeria Gabrielle Luster*
  - Roger Don Moore
  - Christopher Robin Simms
  - Steven G. Smith
  - Elisabeth Karen Stukenborg
  - Sarah Adele Wanger
  - Bekkah Micheal Willy

- **Journalism and Broadcasting**
  - Adetoyeke Oyinlola Adedipe
  - Christopher Douglas Bruce
  - Ira Shae Carroll
  - Aimee Elizabeth Cooper
  - Kaylee Ann Crampton
  - Robert Gregory Dean
  - Meghan Elizabeth Donnelly
  - Chelsea Elizabeth Dyer
  - Alexandra Lorraine Fayette
  - Taylor Leigh Gibbons
  - Zachary Tyler Gray
  - Cassidy Holliday Hill
  - Lauren Ashley Kempf
  - Zachary Allen Kinder
  - Aimee Elisabeth Kite
  - Jill Michele Montgomery
  - Julia Paige Pantlik
  - Austin Neal Pettus
  - Aubrey Marie Raupe
  - Andrew W. Rounds
  - Stephen Blake Schaich
  - Phillip Wayne Spaulding
  - Camille Janeé Thompson
  - Jennifer Brianne Turner
  - John Allen Wiewel
  - Ashley A. Wood
  - Megan Kathleen Boyd
  - Chelsea Lee Canada
  - Keontë Marque Carter
  - Allison Renee Copens
  - Kameron Allan Davis
  - Michal Sondra Dodd
  - Joseph Clinton Dunn
  - Taylor Reneé Edwards
  - Heather Leann Geller
  - Elizabeth Elaine Graves
  - Courtney Anita Hamar
  - Aaron Christopher James
  - Rachel Suzanne Kerbo
  - Alicia Darleen Kirkpatrick
  - Aaron Andrew Mobjle
  - Henry D. Oliver
  - Courtnie Larann Parsons
  - Kylynn Lacey Pool
  - Megan Kaye Reed
  - KaeAn Elisabeth Elane Russell
  - Rick A. Smith
  - Stephanie Kristen Taylor
  - Rockford R. Todd
  - Sarah Elizabeth West
  - Samantha Josephine Wilson
  - Megan Olivia Wright

- **Liberal Studies**
  - Hannah E. Moore

- **Mathematics**
  - Sara Faye Easum
  - Mathew Cole Feix
  - Tyler Robert Eckert
  - Laurel Elizabeth Wilson*

- **Multimedia Journalism**
  - Krisha Rayne Blevins
  - William Andrew Kujawa
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

Music
Andrew Paul Arterbery
Jamie Elizabeth Kriel

Philosophy
Michael Wayne Carver
Thomas Francis Cosgrove IV
Jefferies Blake Davis
Shonda Nichole Goss
David Steven Highfield
Todd William Shaw*
Kevin L. Snelson
Colton Joseph Tucker
Taylor Christian Venus
Dylan Marshall Wilson
Josh Hassan Yekzaman

Political Science
Courtney Elizabeth Baker
Zachary Scott Blubaugh
Emma Claire Butler
John Ryan Davis
Hope Danielle Dyer
Anna Catherine Facci
Terrence D’Lon Greene
Kimberly Nicole Hill
William George Lee Jobe
Mary Elizabeth Johnson
Benjamin Robert Mansour
Trevor Andrew Maxwell
Laurel Perreira
Ian Maxwell Radzinski
Jeffrey Ryan Roberts
Derek S. Tarvin
Diana Neda Towe
Jamie Lynn Vickery*
Tyler George Wilson
Jennifer Kathryn Wodarski

Psychology
Amy Jeannette Anderson*
Virginia Lynne Bowen
Bethany Shae Brock
Mary Elizabeth Chronister
Kyle William Clayton
Daniel Locke Deason
Carmen Alejandra Del Olmo Vázquez
Suzanne Marie Deveny
Danielle Catherine Elias
Blake Tyler Fleet
Heather Nicole Freed
Taylor Dawn Fruechting
Jenna Elizabeth Gilmore
Whitney Beth Harris
Jessica Taryn Helt
Rachel Mary Holland
Timothy Thee Hooker
Kelsey Jane Jackson
Kelly Nicole Johnson
Chelsey L. Knight
Patrick J. Kollars
Dillon Lee Langley
Heather Diane Lindsey
Amber Lynn Lockner
Kaitlin Ann Logan
Cory David Lopez
Pamela Nichole Marquez
Rebecca Morgan
Curtis Kelly Neal
Stephanie Lynn Novotny
Emily Justine Popplewell
Essence Danielle Rhodes
Jessica Hope Riess
Rachel K. Roberds
Hannah Rachelle Scandy
Sean Douglas Seabridge
Rachel Renee Self
Blanca Sifuentes
Amber Lynn Slayton
Ian Michael Smith
Katherine Nicole Starr

*Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
• Russian Language and Literature •
Daniel Bryan Hankins
Olivia Ruth Snellgrove*
Mark Whitfield Nelson*

• Sociology •
Cressandra Ann Marie Adams
Chelsea Elizabeth Bullard
Shalayna Brook Dye
Bryan Wesley Lang
Joshua Adam Latshaw
Amber Lynn Lockner
Jazmya Rai-Nauda McVea
Matthew Blaine Ramirez
Alexandra Jane Rebollo
Jessica L. Rivera
Zachary John Taylor
Stewart Bragg Younger-Mertz
Emily Ann Brandt
Saul Z. Cimet
Anna Catherine Facci
Allison Katherine Larsen
Tekeisha Nicole Lewis
Anthony Joseph McAmis
Jaclyn Leigh Osterstock
Alicia Katherine Ray
Jessica Michelle Redden
Brian Keith Smith
Teresa Lynne Thompson

• Spanish •
Madeline L. Carrell*
Inmer Norelis Cox
Kacy Ann Lawson
Jamie Leigh Nix
Courtney Dee Skaer
Allison Renee Copens
Jacob Roy Hughes
Christopher P. Long*
Kimberly Suzanne Parker*

• Strategic Communication •
Tara O’Dell Connor
Kaci A. Eckel
Madison Marie Longust
Kristen Yvonne Miksis
Lauren Marie Perkins
Brenna Nicole Wiebe
Whitney Kaye Davis
Kate Elizabeth French
Lindsey Ann Lyon
Psychesha N. Moss
Zachary James Sinclair Stegman

• Theatre •
Ashley Elizabeth Kirven
Jessica Marie Miller
Sarah Anne Larson
Lyndsay Renee’ Yates*

SUMMER 2012 CANDIDATES
• American Studies •
Joey Ryun De Leon
Madelyn Nicole Myers
Richard Nathaniel Osborn
Chelsey Elizabeth Meador
Miranda Beth Neff

• Art •
Wooka Chung
Sarah Jolee Smith
Lauren Michelle Loftis
Meredith Noel Van Patten

• English •
Ashley Nichole Brown
Christopher James Cooper
Justin Lee Hall
Tessa M. Martin
Alissa Marie Burton
Jason Kyle Culp
Jordan Christian Larsen
Jamie Dawn Roberts
**Honors College Degrees**

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
- *Summa Cum Laude*: 3.90-4.00
- *Magna Cum Laude*: 3.80-3.89
- *Cum Laude*: 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

---

**Bachelor of Fine Arts**

**Spring 2012 Candidates**

- **Art**
  - Brandon Charles Beichler
  - Craig William Ciafardini
  - Gregory Abel Crothers
  - Lauren Elizabeth Haynes
  - Rachel Lynn Herzig
  - Jordan Gregory Hill

---

**History**
- James Alfred Tallent
- Courtney Olivia Webb

**Journalism and Broadcasting**
- Lacy Lyn Lawmaster
- Taylor Michelle Vaughn
- Corinne Denise Meyerson

**Liberal Studies**
- Cameron L. Bergeron
- Sara LeeAnn Tillotson
- Jennifer Nicole Cartwright

**Political Science**
- Amanda Marie Armstrong
- Antonio Lynn Laster
- Mylin A. Stripling
- Zachary Vann Cole
- Christopher Robin Simms

**Psychology**
- Jessica Eva Arkeketa
- Nicole Leanne Glenn
- Rebecca Jean Lewis
- Rakeia Simone McNeill
- Nichole MaeLee Spear
- Kelly Ann Cramer
- Ryan Lee Haase
- Medalise Jo Mahoney
- Tiara Renee Miller

**Sociology**
- Briana Lee Copeland
- Jorel Glen Hearst
- Michelle VanWinkle Johnson
- Jennifer Aileen Staats
- Maria L. Tatum
- Ryan Lee Haase
- Kaitlin Joelle Hopper
- Bruce Allen Metcalf
- Heather Elaine Steiner

**Spanish**
- Chris Ann Nelson

**Sports Media**
- Timothy Obrion McNamara, Jr.

**Strategic Communication**
- Hannah Sachie Brooker
- Ashley Dawn Farrar

**Theatre**
- Brian Matthew Wood
Brooke Shannon Lehman  
Sarah Katelyn Moore  
Cassandra K. Pickens  
Stephanie Faye Shoup  
Shaylene Marie Thompson  
Jennifer Leigh Whitfield  
Julius Richard Lewis  
Daniel Stephen Nolen  
Sarah Marie Rucker  
Kyle Roger Strope  
Hannah Claire Tuohy*  
Kelsey Willis

• Theatre •
Jennifer Rose Herbel

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

SPRING 2012 CANDIDATES

• Music •
Kea Joy Beasley  
Mark Andrew Haworth  
John W. Shaw  
Kelsey Renee Washburn  
David Mark Harrison  
Morgan Marie Reynolds  
Toan Tran  
Sung Eun Yi

• Music Education •
Randi Gene Dudley  
Bethany Lauryn Wallis  
Britany Ann Lawrence  
Ryan Michael Winters

SUMMER 2012 CANDIDATES

• Music •
Steven Michael Jessup

• Music Education •
Nicole Christine Schultz

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

SPRING 2012 CANDIDATES

• Biochemistry •
Michael Edward Cobbs  
Sarah J. Firdaus  
Natalia Soulages Arrese  
Robert Harding Streck  
Ryan Thomas Essex  
Robyn Ashley Latham  
Hollee Nicole Statum

• Biological Science •
Vincent Edward Baier  
Cassandra Dawn Camp  
Ashley Dianne Cook  
Chrystalene Melody DeLaPorte  
Meghan Kathleen Farley  
Paige Marie Hafner  
Heather Lorraine Heird  
Brian Steve Hercyk  
Shane Brody Hnatusko  
Mallory K. Hyneman  
Stephani Marie Lower  
Philip Terry Brown  
James M. Cieminski  
Colby Lee DeGiacomo  
Hannah Teal Dodds  
Hannah Elise Gordon  
Ryan Joseph Haney  
Derek Brandon Henson  
Chelsea Marie Highfill  
Jenny Marie Howell  
Lara Katharine Jenswold  
Josh Daniel McLoud
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

Christopher Leonard McNeil  Erica Dawn Meredith
Drew Russell Miller  Kyle Thomas Mueller
Mathew Eric Reynolds  Sean Robert Rhoads
Gaylon Zachary Russell  Jennifer Marie Simma
 Courtney Dee Skaer  Kayleigh Kelley Stallings*
Seth Stambaugh  Zachary Weber Sutton
Katherine Rose Titsworth  Dani Jonea Trueblood
Ellen Margaret Wittner  Lauren Marissa Zieman

• Botany •
Michael Edward Cobbs  Austin Daniel Werts

• Chemistry •
Michael Brandon Carroll  John Gregory Cooper*
Joshua Thomas Damron  Hui Yi Wong

• Communication Sciences and Disorders •
Sarah Mae Arthur  Abbie Jo Barnett
Jessica Rachelle Birkett  Claudette Marie Butcher
Dustie Lee Cogdell  Jessica Elizabeth Daily
Lauren Elizabeth Diehl  Anna Danielle Downs
Rachael Dawn Gordon  Kelsie Jane Horine
Delaney Marie Hughes  Kathryn Groves Kuykendall
Molly E. Lamb  Jessica Lee Longley
Jasmin Nicole Miller  Aubrie Danielle Morrell
Stephanie Michelle Padgett  Sarah Elizabeth Roberts
Ashley Loraine Sebranek  Sydney Jo Sever*
Jessica Renee Tahsequah  Christina Marie Theford
Whitley D'Ann Tracy  Desirae Blair Webb

• Computer Science •
Billy Todd Ables  John W. Barker
Jason Michael Callahan  Dillon Patrick Chalupsky
Kevin Ritchie Dry  Christopher William Fritz
Jordan Grant Gelino  Kevin Daniel Holdeman
Ryan Daniel Jennings  James Eugene Miller
Alice Mae Neville  Gloria D. Pettie
Bradley Allen Plummer  Ryan Dale Tankersley
Gabriela I. Tapia Sanchez  Oliver John Wallace
Derek Brandon Webb  Eric Brandon Whiteside

• Economics •
Scott Joseph Burner  Bryce Allen Evans
William Robert Hadaway  Julie Lane Hildebrand
Timothy Michael MacDonnell
Evan Dale Stucky

• Geography •
Stephen Cary Cavnar
Thomas Edward Ray Cox
Phuthuma S. Dlamini
Lindsay M. Fields

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Clifton Lee Hall                Jay Houston Jump
Sarah L. King                 Randon Allen Lowe

**Geology**
Jack Hunter Colpitt           Keller Charles Flinton
Talen Shea Glass              Jason Elliott Hanzel
Brenton Joseph McCullough     Nicole Constance Paizis
Coleton Bowman Sharp          Andrew Lynn Snider
Steve W. Tilley

**Journalism and Broadcasting**
Tyler Joe Andrew              Whitley Elizabeth Benham
Sarah Elizabeth Brown         Katherine Joann Bruce
Nichole Leigh Chirico         Vanessa Renae Cicora
Robert James Clougherty III  Jared Ely Gallagher
Jessica L. Gaynor             Mary Ann Grimes
Aubrie Layne Hancock*         Jerome Richard Hazleton
Rachel Lynn Herzig            Adam Lee Hildebrandt
Nicole Michelle Hudson        Jordan Farel Jones
Derek Bowen Lane              Anne Marie League
Christopher Tucker Linecum    Noel E. Lundy
Megan Elizabeth McDown*       Joseph Wendyl McWilliams II
Jessica Anne Morrey           Jordan Brist Parsons
Natalee Nicole Roberts        Teresa Lynn Rogge
Megan Anne Sando              Elaine Seay
Brian Michael Smith           Tricia Lee Smith
Drew Allen Stone              Samantha Leigh Thomas
Brittney Michelle Wandel      Brittany Nicole White
Adam Michael Wilson           Brittney Autumn Witt
Lezlie C. Zucker

**Liberal Studies**
James Sheldon Firestone       Jennifer Marie Slocombe

**Mathematics**
Brad Adam Daniel              William Koehn Good

**Microbiology**
Patrick Wade Mathia

**Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology**
Matthew J. Burns               Nicole L. Clarkson
John Gregory Cooper*           Melissa Ann Gorbet
Sarah Khaled Habib             Michael James Howard
Christopher Asofa Kwake       Russel Khayyun Rahi
Micah Shay Scobey             Ross Marshall Slough
Robert Harding Streck*

**Physics**
Trevor Bryce Word
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

• Physiology •
Jared Christopher Albright
Melissa Leann Gleason*
Jessie Marie Kierl
Shannon Rene Michael
Katherine Ann Moriarty
Megan Elizabeth Prouty
William Randal Shrauner
Michelle Rene Tedder
Scott William Wallis
Kimber Michelle West
Courtney Erin Young

Justin Kolby Fritz
Paul Mark Hobbs
Megan Leigh Maddux
Matthew Dillon Moore
Amber Dawn Price
Jacob Corwin Schneider
Jason Earl Tannehill
Grant Maurice Tinsley
Alex Jordan Webster
Andrew Franklin Wunder

• Political Science •
Beverly Gail Borne
Christopher James Cavin
Cody Glyn Cook
Lauren Ashley Doty
Trevor Allen Fitzgerald
Shawn Russell Hadwiger*
Bradley Edward Morris
Peter Anthony Palladino
Alexandra Elizabeth Pratt*
Thomas Raymond Schneider
William Cody Warner
Ashley Erin Zamudio

Martin Dan Brady
Austin Harris Chapman
Jenna Nicole Dickison
Jurie Du Toit
Cameron Harding Green
Mary Monique Chauntieria Jennings
Tyler Ward Oliphant
Michael J. Petrin
Jarod Michael Rains
Rance Joseph Benton Turley
Andrew John Keen Willis

• Psychology •
Daniel Eric Andrews
Kathryn Jo Auteri
Brooke Alison Barrett
Lauren Nicole Cartwright
Karissa Lynne Clausen
Steven M. Davis
Michael R. Dunn
Hunter Scott Gossett
Julie E. Hogue
Diane Nacole Kline
Carolann O’Connor
Chesca Ann Pritchard
Jessie Rae Schwandt
Lisa Diane Weber
Kayla LeeAnn Wiss

Caitlin Laine Armstrong
Molly Loret Baker
Lindsey Erin Campbell
Lucinda Chee
Jenna Marie Costilla
Colleen Ann Dougherty
Megan Nicole Fletcher
Emily Nicole Guthrie
Angela M. Ketner
Shellyn Lanell Long
Laura Katherine Perdue
Christine Marie Schieszler*
Marquisa LaParis Simmons
Ashley Marie Weitensteiner
Bridget Eloise Zoellner

• Sociology •
Christine Aduke Akuma
Jarod Wade Armstrong
Cortni Andrea Clapp
Anthony Lovell Clark
Benjamin Edward Clark
Stanhope Rayne Denegre

*Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Christopher Allan Downs  Riley Talmadge Ebensberger
German Fernandez   Haley Dee George
Christopher David Green  Ashley Nicole Gresham
Maguire Neal Hall   Courtney Ann Harman
Kadi Shay Lillis   Nicholas Thomas McCurdy
Justin Michael Nicholas  Rebecca E. Reavis
Ian Chance Ritter  Casandra Lynn Russler
Michael Louis Shay  Kirsten Eve Shupe
Jana Kathleen Simmons  Kaleb Vincent Starns
Kevin Woodward Stump  Lauren Adrienne Troxell
Aquila Danisha Williams  Seth Daniel Young

* Sports Media *
Kylie N. McMains

* Statistics *
Katie Elizabeth Janway  Yang Suk Roh

* Strategic Communication *
Hayden Nichole Ganner   Greta Danae Gray
Laura Bailey Littlejohn  Nicholas Jordan Morris
Libby Sage Schwartz  Ellen Louise Thompson
Tayler Danielle Winters  Kortni Nichole Wren
Miranda Courtney Wright  Justin Cole Yearwood

* Zoology *
Chelsea Elizabeth Baker  Charles Gregory Beals
Devin Delanie Carney  Courtney Rae Cupps
Caitlin Suzanne Lupardus  Unnati Eknath Madhavi
Boe James Ray  Caitlin Freida Robertson
Alexander Welch Schoppa  Adam Martin Simpson
Tawny Ruschelle Taylor  Zachary Marshall Tays

**Summer 2012 Candidates**

* Biochemistry *
Zachary Ryan Dunn

* Biological Science *
Tazia Ann Cook  Jennifer Natal Rojas De Aguirre
Ondreia LeMai Thomas

* Communication Sciences and Disorders *
Nhia Chang  Catherine E. Christ
Nicole Elizabeth Frister  Emily Elizabeth Graham
Kristin Jeanelle Green  Julie Lynn Harper
Kayla Suzanne Heim  Jerica Lastar Jackson
Michelle Rena Lowe  Kaleigh Elizabeth Pender
Jennifer Terpenning  Bhavisha Vashee
Heather Renee Wilson  Lauren Wiseman

* Geography *
Charles Gordon Boellstorff
**Honors College Degrees**

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
- *Summa Cum Laude*, 3.90-4.00
- *Magna Cum Laude*, 3.80-3.89
- *Cum Laude*, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

---

**Geology**

Cody Russell Brotherton
Evangeline LeNoir Mathis

Melpomeni Miranda Karathanos
Ryan Douglas Schwegman

**Journalism and Broadcasting**

Emily Jo Dixon
Elise Veronica Jenswold
Victoria L. Massey
Steffin Lynn Schoeppel

Trey Patrick Garner
Chelsea N. Mai
William Trenton Raleigh

**Liberal Studies**

Jennifer Sabine Barnard

**Microbiology**

Kevin David Jurek

**Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology**

Allison Ann McDonald

**Physics**

Joseph Patrick Adams

Carlene Annie King

**Physiology**

Sabrina Barbara M. Bainbridge

**Political Science**

Sean P. Camp
Troy Michael Smola

Alec Mitchell Lee
Jeffrey Cameron Williams

**Psychology**

Ashley Elizabeth Delgado
Savannah Beth Markes
Sarah E. Rana

Megan Rey Heskett
Crawford D. Niemi
Kathryn Ann Talley

**Sociology**

Traci Rae Browne
Erin Leigh Hoster
Ashley N. Morse
Neil William Ross

Christina M. Elliott
Tanya Shree Howard
Cale W. Rogers
Nancy Danyelle Wilson

**Strategic Communication**

Elizabeth Hope Goodfellow
Melissa L. Roesslein

Kylie Olivia Paul
Lauren Ann Santana

**Zoology**

Lacey Jae Gurley
Natalie Ann Kipke
Michawn Janelle Shelton
## Bachelor of University Studies

### Spring 2012 Candidates

- **University Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Leon Bale</td>
<td>Erinn Elizabeth Braig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacquelyn Nicole Davey</td>
<td>David James Flener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Benjamin Gorrell</td>
<td>Ashley Sue Graves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Michele Hughes</td>
<td>Stacey Michelle Kaze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylee Brooke Kraybill</td>
<td>Brandon Michael Lund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Lyn Maloy</td>
<td>Malaysia Shwantae Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Alexandra Rappenecker</td>
<td>Linley Kay Shadid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devon Marie Smithburg</td>
<td>Wytini Sodowsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota R. States</td>
<td>Jonathan Wade Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Dean Wormington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Summer 2012 Candidates

- **University Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Jane Fowler</td>
<td>Jordan Matthew Piel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Michele Shelton</td>
<td>Clayton Ross Thornton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Elizabeth Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College of Education
C. Robert Davis, Interim Dean

Bachelor of Science

Spring 2012 Candidates

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •
Jared Blake Alexander
Christian Lee Baughman
Grant Edward Colburn
Jessica Erin Dobie
Andrew D. Dyke
Joel Wesley Furr
Christopher Darral Hoard
Annie Lea Hurst
Laura Elizabeth Jurgensmeyer
Miroslav M. Kirev
Ryan Victor Lawler
Jessica Chantay Morgan
Tyler Wayne Muse
Jeffrey Douglas Myers
Kevin Kenneth Petges
Michael Wayne Reuben
Barry Martin Saltz
Hannah L. Schlesinger
Frederick Louis Streck IV
Matthew Dillon Ways
Benjamin Walker Wilson

Joshua S. Altman
Bryan Nicholas Bottoms
Jacob Scott Dearing
Corey Anton Durham
Scott M. Edwards
Lucas David Hayes
Travis Scott Hough
Jared Tyler Jacobs
Mihir Kamani
William Dean Klinetobe
William Christopher McDonald
Stuart Loren Morton
Richard Wyatt Musgrove
Kevin J. O’Donnell
Preston Isaiah Radford
Jason Lee Ryan
Go Sato
Cliff Rylan Stephens
Brett M. Warfield
Keith Henry Wightman
Matthew Robert Wittwer

• Athletic Training •
Clinton Adair
Taylor Lauren Marcum
Pamela Jeanise Partridge

Michael Aaron Goedecke
Courtney Dawn Oliphant

• Career and Technical Education •
Todd Dylan Anderson
Aaron Allen Gaddy
John David Martin, Sr.
Michael Taylor

Aimee Elizabeth Enslinger
Jessica Susan Green
Stephen Bruce Murphey
Zeke Alexander Turner

• Education •
Levy Meyers Adcock
Chris Nnaoma Chionuma
Chance Andrew Deason
Eric Kyle Hightower
Richetti Undray Jones
Richard Dale McCaslin II
Jamual E. Parks
Katelyn Jean Ruby

Isaiah Marquell Anderson

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Brayden Glenn Stringer  Bryant York Ward
Albert Christopher White  Wilson James Youman

• Elementary Education •

Whitney Elizabeth Aiken  Ashley Lauren Aveilhe
Ashley Mae Bates  Lili Catherine Battles
James Wallace Bearden  Janell Kalyn Biddle
Amanda Kay Bovos  Leslie Jean Box
Sarah Lynn Braley  Taylor J. Brown
Leah Amber Bullock  Samantha Hegan Bulluck
Allison Christine Carpenter  Rachel Marie Clanahan
Ashleigh Diane Conley  Elizabeth Jordan Cox
Allison Taylor Craig  Michaela Megan Dorn
Jennifer Anne Engelson  Samantha Mae Farmer
Julie Ann Fitzsimmons  Rachel A. Freeland
Amy Kyle Garrett  Rae’Lee Nicole Gegen
Kayla M. Gilbertson  Laura Elizabeth Gilliatt
William P. Glover  Jessica Jo Hadwiger
Angela Marie Harris  Mallory Hawkins
Jennifer M. Hill  Katherine Marie Hink
Megan Leigh Hoeting  Katelyn Ashleigh Holbrook
Deborah Lynn Holland  Reanna Rose Horse
Quincy Lee Hunt  Christine Jean Hutchinson
Alissa M. Ingram*  Chiara Marie Kester
Mallori Kalene Klein  Charity RaeLynn Knott
Karla Denys Kriz  Patricia LaNelle Lee
Chelsie Renae Lozier  Sundi Brooke Martin
Olivia Faith Mathews  Georgianna Marie McClellan
Jessica Lynne McCormick  Kaitlin Lee McCracken
Christine Elizabeth McGrath  Bailee Jane Melby
Heather Leigh Neal  Mary Kyle Nease
Sarah Elizabeth O’Connor  Brenna Kathleen O’Toole
Andrea N. Pearson  Colin McKenzie Peck
Kayce Marie Pendleton  Amanda Susan Purkey
Amy Danielle Roark  Jennifer Lee Robinson
Sarah Virginia Romine  Christiane N. Rudd
Lora Kathleen Rutledge  Megan Dawn Saliba
Adriah Lynn Satterwhite  Margaret Elizabeth Schmitz
Kylie Laura Sherrill  Catherine Elizabeth Shriner
Cassandra Quinn Stewart  Ellie Katherine Sulentic
Victoria Marie Tozzi  Kyndall Marie Treadwell
Rannde Jade Walker  Margaret Elizabeth Watson
Cindy Catrina Webb  Lacey Joe Anne Whiteley
Rachel Margaret Wood  Lauren Hope Wylie
Min Hua Xiao

• Health Education and Promotion •

Mark Michael Buley  Kayla Jennifer Cole
Megan R. Foster  Laura Marie Heaton
Kathryn Grace Hufnagle  Alethea Joy Johnson
Michael John Mahaffey  Teran Sheay Mixon
Jason Duane Moore  Matthew Gregory Peery
Honors College Degrees

*Leisure Studies*
- Hayley N. Beard
- Steven Benjamin Golay
- Katherine Louise Keith
- Kayla Jean Mayfield
- Brittny Nicole Owens
- Madison Donn Watson

*Physical Education*
- Jeffrey Brian Comfort
- Israel Perkins Dickson
- Corey Chase Henry
- Kory J. Kuykendall
- Ridge Merritt Roberts
- Frank James Whited
- Rachel Erin Wolfe

*Secondary Education*
- Kristen Ann Anderson
- Patrick C. Bishop
- Joshua Michael Clark
- Amber M. Cooper
- Thomas James Denker
- Scott Daniel Farnham
- Shianne Skye Fouts
- Ashley Nicole Gibbs
- Amy Michelle Gipson
- William Dea Hughes
- Zachary Kyle Lacy
- Zacharia Wilson Lehnus
- Jared Max Lowmiller
- Morgan Nicole McClanahan
- Rahim Middlebrook
- Lance John Mock
- Sarah Marie Odom
- Cory A. Reis
- Austin D. Rich
- Kelsey Jael Smith
- Joshua Daniel Stoll
- Bryan Michael Till
- Nicole Leigh Walden
- Shelby Mae Lynn White
- Joshua Allan Wilson
- Laurel Elizabeth Wilson*
- Jessica Jane Wood

Trenton Anthony Rabbit
Hayley Jordan Wolfe

Cherish Gabrielle Scott
Kyle Lee Womack

Teale Elizabeth Figgis
Christina Michele Hyde
Morgan Shaye Lawson
Melinda Nabwoba Mukolwe
Lauren Marie Tiehen

*Leisure Studies*
- Hayley N. Beard
- Steven Benjamin Golay
- Katherine Louise Keith
- Kayla Jean Mayfield
- Brittny Nicole Owens
- Madison Donn Watson

Trenton Anthony Rabbit
Hayley Jordan Wolfe

Cherish Gabrielle Scott
Kyle Lee Womack

Teale Elizabeth Figgis
Christina Michele Hyde
Morgan Shaye Lawson
Melinda Nabwoba Mukolwe
Lauren Marie Tiehen

*Physical Education*
- Jeffrey Brian Comfort
- Israel Perkins Dickson
- Corey Chase Henry
- Kory J. Kuykendall
- Ridge Merritt Roberts
- Frank James Whited
- Rachel Erin Wolfe

Trenton Anthony Rabbit
Hayley Jordan Wolfe

Cherish Gabrielle Scott
Kyle Lee Womack

Teale Elizabeth Figgis
Christina Michele Hyde
Morgan Shaye Lawson
Melinda Nabwoba Mukolwe
Lauren Marie Tiehen

*Secondary Education*
- Kristen Ann Anderson
- Patrick C. Bishop
- Joshua Michael Clark
- Amber M. Cooper
- Thomas James Denker
- Scott Daniel Farnham
- Shianne Skye Fouts
- Ashley Nicole Gibbs
- Amy Michelle Gipson
- William Dea Hughes
- Zachary Kyle Lacy
- Zacharia Wilson Lehnus
- Jared Max Lowmiller
- Morgan Nicole McClanahan
- Rahim Middlebrook
- Lance John Mock
- Sarah Marie Odom
- Cory A. Reis
- Austin D. Rich
- Kelsey Jael Smith
- Joshua Daniel Stoll
- Bryan Michael Till
- Nicole Leigh Walden
- Shelby Mae Lynn White
- Joshua Allan Wilson
- Laurel Elizabeth Wilson*
- Jessica Jane Wood

Trenton Anthony Rabbit
Hayley Jordan Wolfe

Cherish Gabrielle Scott
Kyle Lee Womack

Teale Elizabeth Figgis
Christina Michele Hyde
Morgan Shaye Lawson
Melinda Nabwoba Mukolwe
Lauren Marie Tiehen

*Honors College Degrees*
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
- Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00
- Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89
- Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
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• Aerospace Administration and Operations •
Sarah Caitlin Brown  Jonathan Craig Chisum
Gregory Ray Finley  Juan Maldonado, Jr.
Beau Charles Ortiz  William Lawrence Turkovich

• Athletic Training •
Martin Allen Caine

• Elementary Education •
Jenna Elise Pochocki

• Health Education and Promotion •
John C. Bassett  Travis Walter Brown
Morgan Taylor Cuaderes  Delaina Dawn Daniel
Wendy L. Frankenburger  Erin Marie Garcia
Garrett Charles Gonzalez  Kimberli Suzanne Gray
Brooke Elizabeth Howard  Ryan Michael Howard
Audrianna Laurin Huang  Jillian P. Kacergis
Kyp Shahrom Kermany  Bryce Keyton Killingsworth
John Kula  Adria Danielle Lipscomb
Samantha Marie Mahan  Kristina D. Muncy
Katelin Lane Packard  Joanna Christine Petty
Alyssa Marie Poole  Dale Morgan Purdy
Morgan Montgomery Ray  Megan Marie Schroeder
Ariel Justine Werchan  Nathanael Ross Witten

• Leisure Studies •
Courtney Leigh Ann Bayhylle  Audra Marie Bridendolph
Tyler Lee Davis  Kathleen Yoshiko Goukon
Heather Dawn Houser  Craig Erin McKerley
Nicole Michelle Nelson  Tamara Nicole Smith
Cassandra Michell Walker

• Physical Education •
Kaitlyn Marie Luker

• Secondary Education •
Aaron Keith Daly  Stefanie Fullmer
Wesley Lance Hill  Aaron Nathaniel Spears
Jonathon Ryan Sutton
Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2012 Candidates

• University Studies •

Amanda Dawn Barnes  Kale Robert Biggs
Callan Kendall Brown  Brittany Jordan Burckle
Katie Lynn Cull  Michael Dwayne David, Sr.
Kara Leanne Elliott  Kristina Nicole Fleming
Kelly Dean Garrouette  Edward Nolan George
Tyler David Harrison  Sean Jacob Hedman
Chelsea Nicole Jones  Leslie Meredith Lincecum
Kristina Marie Loera  Michael Jacob McLafferty
Jessica Marie Medina  Rebecca Rose Miller
Andrew Keiton Page  Alicia Nicole Payne
Ashley La’Chelle Randle  Alex Edward Webber

Summer 2012 Candidates

• University Studies •

Ewing Enoch Floyd  Ruth B. Hanson
Carol LeAnn Hoipkemier  Kristen Nicole Jeffries
Kyle Gregory Kuykendall  Cody Lee Painter
Lance D. Pinson  Clayton Ross Reusser
Jenna Lee Wilson

*Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
**College of Engineering, Architecture & Technology**

Khaled A.M. Gasem, Interim Dean

**Bachelor of Architectural Engineering**

**Spring 2012 Candidates**

Bonnie Elizabeth Fentem
Ricardo Manuel Montoya
Haley Elizabeth Sheddy
Isabella Cristina Velasco Gil

Lance Reeves Luke*
Christen Lee Sanders
Charles Levi Snyder

**Bachelor of Architecture**

**Spring 2012 Candidates**

Scott Timothy Blosser
Matthew Robert Callan
Tyler Bradley Holmes
Josh Kenneth Kunkel
Brian Paul Miller
Justin T. Rea
Jessica Lynn Shelton
Tyler Dee Wallace
Elizabeth Diane Wilson*

Cristin Nicole Butler
Danna Lauren Colbert
Austin James Horton
Benjamin Seth Marshall
Jonathon Kirk Pontious
Andrew Case Sedersten
Joseph Daniel Valliere
Morgan Malia Williams

**Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering**

**Spring 2012 Candidates**

Andrew James Austin
Zachary Shane Bryant
Matthew Galen Cannon
Joseph Taylor Couch
Michael Robin Dillon
Ryan Nicholas Gifford
Brad Bentley Hall
Scott Riley Hood
Daniel Stephen Hunt
Ryan Lynn Jenkinson
Nickolas Leo Langilotti
Taylor Austin Mitchell*
Mason Wade Morris
Joshua Taylor Newton
Trey Marcus Siemens
Cuiyang Hermes Tee
Shae Christian Williams

Christy Marie Bennett*
Thomas William Buerger
Blake Lucas Choisnet
Adam Grover Diedrich
Bibek Ghimire
David Andrew Grismore
Brandon Wayne Hawthorne
Eli T. Hopper
Nicholas Lawrence Hyatt
Wenxing Jiang
Ashley Renee Lewis
Tessa Jane Morgan
Mark Whitfield Nelson*
Eric Randolph Phillips
Kyle Alexander Smith
Nicole Christina Weidman
Brent Richard Wilson

**Summer 2012 Candidates**

Katherine Elizabeth Clark
Logan Scott Hanni*
Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering

Spring 2012 Candidates

Brice Allen Abbott          Aaron Jon Bartel
Clayton Don Boaldin         Collin Douglas Boettcher
Scott Nathan Clark          Levi S. Edens
Benjamin Chase Gifford      Dalton J. Hamilton
Dustin Ray Hofegartner      Jason Samuel Johnson
Eric Lam                    Emily Marie Matlock
Lucas Tucker Polly          Jace Clifton Reed

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Spring 2012 Candidates

Benjamin Blake Ahiabor      Nathan Ryan Bosie
Esther Sophia Elena Bruce   Victoria Marie Cumbie
Gregory Joseph Forton, Jr   Jared Russell Fredrickson
Danielle Renee Goldbeck    Jason Michael Gurwell
Maggie Katherine Hamouch    Danielle Christine Hentges
Daniel Lee Hoel             Cally Elizabeth Kingsley
Whitney Ann Leonard         Jon Marcus Massey
Nathan James Muschinske*    Nicholas Namphengsone
Ifeoluwadayo Adebambo Olukoya Sadia A. Paracha
Mary Ashton Santine         Jennifer Elizabeth Simmons
Patricia Maria Stamatoyannakis Michael Scott Sumner
Jeremy Ryan Taylor          David Van*
Nathanial Ross Wells        Laine Krystine Williams
Claire Michelle Wilson      

Summer 2012 Candidate

Clifton Michael Woods*

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Spring 2012 Candidates

Deedre Rae Adson            Jacob William Burton
Marllon Daniel Cook         Nicholas Andrew Copeland
Eric Andrew Davis           Evan Penner Dicks
Daniel Russell Ede, Jr.*    Mark David Gonzales
Aaron Mitchell Hembree      Matthew McLawhorn Kennedy
Jared James Krittenbrink    Hannah Christine McGuire
Amin Mohammed Mneina        Colin Andrew Ogilvie
Eric Matthew Scott          Richmond Allen Slocombe
Jason Dee Smith             Daniel Thomas Van Horn
Emily Marie West

Summer 2012 Candidates

Olugbemi Joseph Agbetunsin
Zhen Tong

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Spring 2012 Candidates

James Houston Bellamy  Jeffery David Blount
Brian Paul Gaglio      Aaron Lee Humphries
Robert Tyler Kimsey    Connor Ryan Ledgerwood
Anh Tran Hung Nguyen   Clayton Z. Skaggs III
Corey Lucas Stanberry  Charles Tony Williams, Jr.

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Spring 2012 Candidates

Ameen Saad S. Al-Shahrani  John William Beier
Scott MacGregor Gray      Caitlin Breann Guthrie
Jennifer Anne Hawkins     Joshua Michael Holland
Michael Gene Isley        Robert Eric Kent
Jonathan Clay Kropp       Cassi Karina Latino
Benjamin Omar Lozano      Kaitlin Elizabeth Nowell
Thomas Frederick Phillips III  Christopher Bryan Smith
Michael Phillip Todd      Christopher George Wenger
Adam Brian Zucker

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology

Spring 2012 Candidates

• Construction Management Technology •

Jerad Thomas Bell  Eric Gregory Brown
Taylor Russell Brown  Angel Faschiene Campbell
Ryan Andrew Carson  Adrian Jay Davidson
Jeffrey Dane Delmedico  Josh Owen Gilchrist
Thomas Grant Harrald  Paul Tyson Higgins
David Scott Hull II  Will Ryan Irvin
Colter Leo Keith  Jacob H. Ketner
Michael Thurman Lang  Connor Ray Littlefield
Charles Fredrick Major IV  Berry M. Mashburn
Max McDaniel  Brett Andrew McGee
Roger Dale Merchant, Jr.  Jordan Douglas Northcutt
Anthony David Sekinger  Aaron Nathaniel Smith
Aaron Ray Stoops  Reed Lowrey Taylor
Devin Patrick Valenta  Christopher James Webb
Ash Lee Westmuckett  Cort Reed Winters

• Electrical Engineering Technology •

Brian Christopher Akins  Jonathan G. Barnes
Pate Alan Brogger  Mark Wayne Clark II
Kenneth Lee Dail  Adam Evan Dailey
Kyle Anthony Dye  Matthew Clarence Fellers
James Michael Madere  Lawrence De’Von McClure
Justin David Pascoe  Robert Allen Schlecht
Delaney Mickael Stephens  Joshua James Wichers
Wang Xiang
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Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

* Fire Protection and Safety Technology *
Steven Taylor Billings
Joshua Allan Chambers
Andrew Douglas Emerson
Zachary Robert Johnson
Daniel Abraham Lieber
Luke Andrew Martin
Ryan Travis Morris
Spenser Charley Olson
Kevin William Richers
Thomas Matthew Sovich
Rowland Dean Wallace
Ryan Taylor Williams

* Mechanical Engineering Technology *
Andrew James Baker
Brandon Carl Brzozowske
Daniel Wade Foster
Justin Bryan Griffin
Landon Charles Heaton
Ryan Alexander Inskeep
Jacob Wesley McCall
Dane Gilbert Miodov
Jonathon Adam Pumphrey
Justin Roman Yearby

Summer 2012 Candidates

* Construction Management Technology *
Shannon Kristine Honer

* Electrical Engineering Technology *
Donald Westley Bridgforth

* Fire Protection and Safety Technology *
Donald Daniel Ian Ferguson
Nicholas Wace Shideler

* Mechanical Engineering Technology *
Skylar Wayne Adams
Chase Ryan Williams

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management

Spring 2012 Candidates
Hilal Abdullah M. Al-Mamari
Alkhalil Kalfan S. Alsinawi
Paige Bower
Elaine Marie McEwen
Mitchell Chapman Narney
Joseph Kemp Stewart
Samantha Nicole Zacker

*Honors College Degrees* Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Spring 2012 Candidates

Noel Arroyo Vargas   Andrew James Austin
Joshua Samuel Bond   Stephen Kyle Bowman
Jared Blaze Chambers Austin Elliott Childers
Blake Lucas Choisnet Mason C. Copeland
Jonathan Franklin Crews Nikolas Ryan Davis
Sean Weston Day Michael Robin Dillon
Christopher Durell Duncan James Michael Franklin
Jacob Daniel Gibbs Andrew Lee Grider
Mary Elizabeth Guinn Kevin Allen Hayes
Matthew Paul Hergenrether Kory John Hindenburg
John Edward Holman Scott Riley Hood
Nicholas Lawrence Hyatt Peter Vestergaard Jensen
Wenxing Jiang Stuart Michael Kennedy
Devin Kyle Ketchum Joshua Lee Kimrey
Rance Dane Kroeker Nickolas Leo Langlotti
Travis Daniel Legg Nicholas Patrick Leuck
Ryan Thomas McDougal Niloufar Mehrafza
Taylor Austin Mitchell Tessa Jane Morgan*
Mason Wade Morris Jonathan Patrick Nelson
Mark Whitfield Nelson* Samuel Robert Parnell
Evan Joseph Patton Austin Curtis Peterson
Eric Randolph Phillips Nathaniel David Phillips
Naomie Bessie Phiri Christin Nicole Rink
Paul James Cole Robinson Timothy Michael Seitz*
Jared Keith Semkoff Morgan Kyle Sennett
Judson Daniel Smalley Brooke L. Smith
Kyle Alexander Smith Zachary Scott Melvon Smith
Rachel Ann Spitler Jordan Michael Steinkirchner
Christopher Michael Thomas Anthony Lee Turner, Jr.
Joshua A. Walker Nicole Christina Weidman
Justin Matthew Wheeler Kristoffer Lynn White
Bobby J. Williams Shae Christian Williams
Brent Richard Wilson Kristin Jordan Woods
Jon Tyler Worden Christopher Neal Young

Summer 2012 Candidates

Sohrab Bassiri Jahromi Gabriel Ignacio Giachino
Jared Scott Gipson Zachary Michael Rowin

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2012 Candidates

* University Studies *

Hector H. Morales
Devin Lee Robinson
Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

College of Human Sciences
Stephan M. Wilson, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
Spring 2012 Candidates

* Design, Housing and Merchandising *
Rebecca Lynn Adkinson  Hannah Elizabeth Agatston
Tamara Marie Barnes  Leah Kaitlyn Bayhyle
Allison Marie Black  Brianne Ashley Bonagofsky
Melissa Marie Boyd  Kaitlan Marie Brown
Kay Lynn Brown  Catrina Marie Burks
Larissa Lane Clark  Alyssa Loren Cox
Caitlin Janae Cox  Kellee Ann Craddock
Kari Lynn Cregan  Erica Cecilia Deloera
Erin Elizabeth Dester  Alexandra Kaye Falzone
Kelli Fitzpatrick  Lindsey Merideth Fry
Olivia Aurora Gutierrez  Grace Katherine Rose Hall
Kelsey Hanebaum  Jamie Leanne Hathorn
Carolyn Grace Johnson  Kathrine Elise Johnson
Lauren Cynthia Johnson  Kimberly A. Kirby
Elizabeth Marie Kunkel  Lindsey Jordan Lake
Kevin Allen Laronga  Mallory Ann Layne
Elaine Jo Meadows  Eric Joseph Moffitt*
Amanda K. Moore  Nicole Naftzger
Chayla Ann Nelson  Morgan Ashley Nelson
Marissa Lauren Petty  Lirio Grace Powell
Jasmine Chantel Proctor  Lindsey Leanna Reents
Emily Ann Ronck  Emily Elizabeth Say
Sloane Kaitlyn Schaefer*  Marissa Dawn Schultz
Tayler Nicole Shearer  Kelsey Jane Sievers
Kelsey Nicole Temple  Mamie Clyne Tomlin
Alma Vargas  Maegen Grace Webb
Morgan Dawn Wichert  Grace Hughes Wiggs
Kayla Brooke Willis  Raven B. Zimmer

* Hotel and Restaurant Administration *
Garrett Kevin Brazier  Karis Elaine Buerger
Megan Christine Cantrell  Frederick B. Carolina
Mandi Marie Catlin  Lydia Maureen Christine
David Paul Coleman  Edwin Lovell Cornelius
Sarah Ann Elafros  Denise Michelle Ertzkorn
Megan Elizabeth Frisbie  
Timothy Alan Friske  
Lauren Marie Going  
Carson Drew Graham  
Michael M. Hamsher  
Haydon B. Harris  

---

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Kacey Jane Harvey  Randi Jo Hirschman
Louise Marie Ivers  Katie Danielle Kinard
Katherine Denise King  Adrienne Nicole Larson
Shirley Marie Lentz  Blake Andrew Low
Gerald Eugene Lyon II  Jason Spence Manning
Shelley Ann McCullough  Leah Marie McIntyre
Travis Townsend McKinley  Kyungjo Moon
Ashlee Nikkole Overall  Kesha Lauren Ping
Tarah Virginia Roberts  Russell Clay Robertson
Adam Blake Schreier  Natalie Lauren Shappa
Thomas Michael Sovereign  Lacey Dawn Sponsler
Jamie Patrice Sullivan  Chelsea Diane Thionnet
Katelyn Mae Tittle  Kendal Jean Turpen
Anna Elizabeth Van Alstine  Robert Jarred Watson

• Human Development and Family Science •
Morgan Elizabeth Archer  Courtney Elizabeth Bacon
Courtney Beth Baker  Tammie Jean Barron
Amanda Jo Bartlett  Melanie Janelle Bellinghausen
Sara J. Bernhardt  Abbey Marie Bollinger
Tai Renee Boxley  Kristi Ann Bradshaw
Carly A. Brewer  Roxanne Kathleen Brintnall
Mackenzie Rachele Bro  Sarah Beth Broadway
Ashley Jane Brooks  Kelsey Lane Campbell
Addie Elizabeth Cannon  Jennifer Elizabeth Carnley
Stephanie Mae Chapman  Kaylee Noelle Clark
Angela Jeanette Cochrane  Tasheika Shantrice Cole
Madison Courtney Collin  Cassidey Blaire Collins
Sydney Parvin Consedine  Bobbie LeeAnn Crosby
Katlyn Anne Crum  Elizabeth I. DeLozier
Dena Marie Dewhirst  Lauren Lacy Drover
Kimberly Dawn Dull  Chelsea Rene' Farless
Mary Kathryn Foley  Callie Rae Frazee
Valerie Dianne Friske  Melissa Leann Furch
Brittney Michelle Gray  Carrie Nicole Grove
Mary Kathryn Hacker  Kelly June Hadden
Tara L. Harmon  Thelma J. Harris-Hunt
Kaitlin Elizabeth Himes  Yeimi Esperanza Icu
Jessica Anne Johnson  Megan Gina Johnson
Sara Dian Jordan  Cara Christine Kelley
Paige Allison Kerley  Melanie Ann Knight
Chelsea R. Lott  Jennifer Nicole Loud
Emily Nicole Mann  Megan Brooke Mayberry
Mallorie Lyn Moore  Casie Kay Morphew
Valerie Lynn Mulder  Danielle Mary Myers
Brenna Jo Neill  Rachel Elise Nichols
Kayla Jo Oldham  Mallory Ivie Oliver
Lauren Michelle Oseland*  Kylie N. Partin
Ashley N. Privett  Sarah Beth Ragland
Jaimee M. Rickman  Ashley Amanda Ridge
Bailey C. Russell  Trisha Geneva Shanbour
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

* Nutritional Sciences *

Emily Michelle Smitherman
Danielle Staub
Jocelyn Nicole Taylor
Elissa Mei Tey
Rebecca Lynn Thomas
Chantele Ann Ward
Kaelie Renea Wessel

Ellen Theresa Southerland
Sara M. Stone
Cassandra Ann Teer
Harmony Marie Thomas
Seth Matthew Tracy
Stephanie Paige Warn
Kelsey Rene Wood

Christina Ann Albert
Meagan Elizabeth Austin
Brandon Jacob Behara
Brittany Nicole Brewer
Kylie Nicole Budd
Nathaniel Jack Byford
Stephen Thomas Cook
Brittany Rene Cross
Curtis Edwin Dake
Kaitlyn G. Deffenbaugh
Sarah Ann Elliott
Morgan Brittany Fowler
Laura Ann Fritze
Victor Leonardo Galvan
Andrew Preston Gordon
Jenna J. Harper
Julia M. Heath
Ashley Nicole Hensch
Lisa Christine Hughes
Lacy R. Jacobs
Madelyne K. Jones
Katharine Anne Lasley
Taylor Kristine Maldonado
Rhett Leroy Massengale
Jordan Nicole Miller
Katelynne Gayle Mizell
Maxee Taylor Mulder
Adrienne Elizabeth Radcliff
Emily Michelle Sellers
Dylan S. Smith
Audrey Melissa Sublett
Tamren Jade Terhune
Janikka Katiss White
Hillary Grace Wright

Amanda Raye Aston
Caitlin Elizabeth Barringer
Ashley Charlene Boyd
Samantha Lynn Brown
Elizabeth Diane Burgess
Natasha Nichole Chitsazan
John Bauer Crank
Keeley Nicole Cupp
Jenna Sue Davis
Jessica Ann Dwyer
Michelle Lea Floyd
Tylee Jean Frazier
Allison Kayla Fuzzell
Jordan Kay Goedecke
Kaitlin Marie Haesloop
Heather Nicole Harryman
Kelsey Donnette Hembree
Johnathon Michael Hobbs
Natalie Marie Iannazzo
Karlee Jay Jenkins
Morgan Sue Kinsey*
Megan Marie Legako
Amanda Leigh Maples
Natalie Renee Matous
Meghan Milner
Cortney Renae Mudd
Britnee Mazelle Pannell
Kaitlin Elizabeth Scepanski
Erin Danielle Shirk
Sarah Marie Stark
Morgan Mackenzie Taber
Laurel Anne Welborne
Chelsea Rae Word

*Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
Summer 2012 Candidates

• Design, Housing and Merchandising •
Andrea Michelle Depperschmidt   Danica Leigh Gonzales
Maggie Rochelle Hurlbutt         Laura E. Kelting
Audrey Anne Pazzo                Rachel Marie Rountree
Natalie Ann Spencer              Mary Rebekah Stoffer
Carlene Frances Waken

• Hotel and Restaurant Administration •
Stuart J. Corder                 Kelly Rachel Crowder
Madeline Claire Duesing          Robert Ryan Glover
Ryan Scott King                  Robert Madison Mulkey
Elizabeth Anne Simpson           Kirbie K. Wilkerson

• Human Development and Family Science •
Taneisha Aeschleman              Annie Bedell Akin
Donnica L. Barnett               Lyndsei Lorenn Bird
Michelle Elizabeth Bowers        Sarah Lynn Breshears
Amanda Marie Britten             Samantha J. Brown
Micah Brianne Cartwright        Xee Xiong Chang
Tammy Rene Charles               Sammy Jo Diffendaffer
Karla Lucero Fuentes             Kaitlin Elizabeth Himes
Mary Elizabeth Jennings          Taylor Michelle Land
Allison Rene Love                 Jessica Susan Magness
Morgan Kaylea Marquette          Monica Boudreaux McCann
Lauren Ashley McCoy              Tiffany Nicole McKey
Danielle Alysa Melton            Kimberly A. Reed
Kira L. Rogers                   Megan Ashley Slaughter

• Nutritional Sciences •
Whitney Ashton Awbrey            Alexandra Rose Brower
Natalie Jean Burns               Jessica Nicole Cox
Grant Michael Field              Briana Jeanne Finkle
Darcy Zuniga George              Samantha D. Mason
Meghan Marie Meneely             Terah Lynn Mills
Dana Nicole Schmidt              Bailey Blair Thompson
Grant Maurice Tinsley

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2012 Candidates

• University Studies •
Ashley E. Bleem                   Matthew Ross Kester
Sonya V. Lawson                   Wade Patrick Schalk
Erin Nichole Smotone              Timothy Cliff Washington

Summer 2012 Candidate

• University Studies •
Amy Michelle Hudson
**Honors College Degrees**
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
*Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).*
Cassandra A. Padilla*  Sarah Jane Patterson
Mitchell Bennett Pembrook  Robert Linwood Phillips
Gary Don Prescott  Steven Andrew Ranson, Jr.
Emily Kathleen Reames  Amy Diane Reichenbach
Stephen Eugene Ridenour, Jr.  Leon Wayne Riggs
Drew Cameron Rogers  Jonathan Andrew Rogers
Reagan Mae Rogers  Berenis Ruiz
Michael George Shost  Kathryn Paige Smith
Suyeon Song  Elaine Denise Sperry
Taylor Edwin Stevak  John Jordan Stivers
Jonathan David Thompson*  Kong Chi Tsang
Hilary J. Tucker  Stephanie Nikole Watson
Sarah Elizabeth Weeks  Mitchel Graham Wegener
Jordon Nichole Williamson  Liying Zeng

**Economics**
Jamal Sangi Bandeh  Whitney Danielle Baughn
Grayson John Buster  Kasandera Rene Cole
Blake Edward Faluotico  Bryce Coy Hefner
Alex Joseph Marney  Andrew Scott Martin
Tobiah Wofford McConnell  Bryan James Wayne McIntyre
Nicole C. Paquette  Warren Gray Presnell
Joe Tobias  Taylor Christian Venus
Jeffery Michael Veteto*

**Entrepreneurship**
Matthew Allen Brown  Chelsey Diane Cleveland
Chase Michael Cooper  Trebel Jackson Fuller
Ross Taylor Hendricks  Patrick O’Bryan Huber
Bryn Alexis Lackey  Zachary Evan Massey
Brittney Paige Melton  Colton Ward Montgomery
Lynsie M. Morris  Clayton Blake Murray
Andrew Kyle Niese  Rayna Sue Old Bull
Rodney Dwayne Phillips, Jr.  Sarah Lauren Reel
Sterling Kray Skates  Ivan Dewayne Snodgrass
Jamie Lynn Solberg*  Jonathan David Thompson*
Kayla Marie Toelle  Aaron Tyler Van Arsdale*
Justin L. Walmer  Taylor Steele Weaver

**Finance**
Andrew Warren Allen  Alysha Michelle Beers
Becky Marie Brandhorst  Elizabeth Star Breitenstein
James M. Brown  LaToya Tanesha Bryant
Tanner John Buffington  Jake Kilionia Callison
Zachary Alexander Carroll  Corey M. Chadwick
Samuel Joseph Chandler  Claire Rose Compton
Christopher Lee Daley  Benjamin Thomas Dalton
Andrew Donald Davis  David Michael Dunkelberg
Blake Edward Faluotico  Mary Katherine Fielding
Hannah Sommer Geis  Shane Michael Gibson
Will Edwin Gupton  Austin Scott Hirach
Clare Verena Hollberg  Sean Michael Hudson
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

*Honors College Degrees*

Peter Kent Jackson  
Michael William Jones  
Jason Loyd Kraus  
Weng Cho Lee  
Joseph Alex Metzel  
Logan Tyler Moore  
Hien Thao Vu Nguyen  
Nicholas Dean Oglesby  
Andrew Micah Perry  
Zachary Wayne Sadau  
Justin Brian Seago  
Lane A. Singer  
Matthew Evan Streck  
Sarah Elizabeth Taraszka  
J. Landon Timms  
Christopher Machae Tucker  
Kyle David Upchurch  
Marcy Renee Wakeford  
Andrew Mark Webb  
Joseph Gilbart White  
Abigail Leigh Winters  
Taylor Elizabeth Young

• General Business •

Cory Michael Anderson  
Erica Michelle Choate  
John Wicker Dillingham  
Tabatha Ann Eslick  
Jonathan Luke Freeman  
Heather Dawn Healey  
Derek James LaGree  
Joseph Scott Morgan  
Sean Daniel O’Neill  
Sandra G. Ratliff  
Caleb Marks Sanders  
Emily Elizabeth Strickler  
Kyle Ray Tilley  
Michael Wiese

Lindsay Rene Brewer  
Victoria Elisabeth Davis  
Russell W. Edwards  
Mathew Lee Fanning  
Eric Robert Hamm  
Katie Diane Kincaid  
Caitlin Clarice McPhee  
Christopher Steven Nelson  
Erika Michelle Peters  
JulieAnn Michelle Robison  
Luke Julian Silver  
Amanda G. Taylor  
Amy Nicole Upton  
John Tyler Williams

• International Business •

Danna Hussain Al-Faddagh  
Terry Charles Bish  
Mabel Aurora Casanova  
Samuel Joseph Chandler  
Christopher Lawrence Derrevere  
Kathleen Lowe Dillsaver  
Heather Dawn Healey  
Julie Lane Hildebrand  
Katelyn Rose Ingram  
Mingyu Kim

Albert Alexander Arevalo  
Kyle Gregory Buthod  
Drew A. Casey  
Michael Alexander Crittenden

*Danna Hussain Al-Faddagh, Terry Charles Bish, Mabel Aurora Casanova, Samuel Joseph Chandler, Christopher Lawrence Derrevere, Kathleen Lowe Dillsaver, Heather Dawn Healey, Julie Lane Hildebrand, Katelyn Rose Ingram, Mingyu Kim*
Sydney Keep Lewis
Alyssa Gayle Maxwell
Mayra Alejandro Melendez
Jamie Leigh Nix
John Robert Ramirez, Jr.
Tracy Michelle Ritchie
Jill Marie Shero
Erin Anne Templeton
Brandon A. White
Courtney Michelle Wilson
Catherine H. Yeh

Christopher P. Long*
Joseph Thomas McAuliff
John Peter Mbiri Mwaura
Kelvin Vernell Pollard, Jr.
Amanda Michelle Renk
Teresa Renee Rutherford
Sara Elizabeth Shidell
Shehzad Thobani
Andrew James Wilson
Xiomara Wilson Freeman

* Management

Nada Abdelhadi
Aaron Stephen Allen
Melita Christine Armstrong
Mikeal R. Ball
Robert Justin Bender
Carolyn Lee Blair-Mobley
Cori LeaAnn Brandell
Jason Donald Bringaze
Kristina Marie Burkett
Megan Katherine Cassady
Nathaniel Franklin Cheary
Erica Michelle Choate
Lindley C. Collett
Dominic Anthony Corrado
Whitney Ann Covey
Joshua David Crowder
Jillian Nicole Davis
John David Thure DeMattia
Davis Zachary Duren
Kelsey Lorrayne Eck
Max Carl Epps
Travis John David Fennessy
Caressa Leigh Fox
Corey Andrew Gable
Andrew Ian Gaskill
Jarell Dion Gilmore
Chas William Gorman
David Charles Grellner
Lauren Olivia Groden
Suzanne Michelle Hannay
Joshua Paul Harris
Andrew Paul Hays
Dean Allen Herman
Alexander Eugene Herrmann
Kyle John Herzog
Taylor Bryan Hill
Laura Irene Hitz
Amy Catherine Houpe
Byron Imes

Austin Gregory Adams
Amanda Abigail Applegate
Alyssa Ruth Ley Bacon
Bryan Benabe
Catherine Bendome Bekale
Darren Mitchell Blocker
Katie Savannah Brandell
Jason Michael Brooks
Christopher Crockett Campbell
Kristyn Gail Cegielski
Colton Eugene Chelf
David Paul Coleman
Kelly Ray Cooper
Nadine Eunice Coulthurst
David Wayne Crawford
Michael Seth David
Mark A. Davis
Jacob Michael Dickey
Daniel Scott Ebbert
Kevin Scott Engle
Margaret E. Fell
Caitlin Elysia Fleck
MarChell D. Friday
Hayley Rachel Garrison
Shelbie Nicole Gerdes
Kera Michelle Glasgow
Carrie Dawn Gray
Shawn Robert Griffin
Abigail Dawn Hamilton
Hal M. Hardy
Annie B. Hawkins
Kipper Wayne Herberger III
Kyle A. Hernandez
Richard Quintus Herron
Matthew Alexander Hester
Alex William Hinman
Morgan Elizabeth Hopkins
Heather Lee Howard
Basheer Warren Jackson
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

Chelsea Lynn Jackson
Sean M. Jensen
Jennifer Nicole Johnson
Jeffrey Alan Kienholz
Caroline Rose Kirschner
Courtney A. Lamay
David Ezra LaRue
William Chadwick Little
Elaine Beth Loveday
Fernando Antonio Martinez
Samuel Anthony McBride
Kristen Nicole Meyers
Melissa Renee Mills
Yu Mizuki
Joshua Wade Munzenrider
Nicholas H. Nicholas
Carmen Jean Otomewo
Johnathan Edward Pannes
Jessica Beth Pavey
Dylan Robert Phillips
Lonnie L. Price
Katrina Dawn Raichle
Barrett Collins Reed
Stuart A. Rempel
Tye Jordan Richerson
Todd Abbott Roberson
Casey Lee Robison
Kayla Marie Rochelle
Kelsey Kathleen Ryan
Jacob Eugene Shell
Lisa Marie Simmons
Shane Edward Smith
Darla Lynn Snyder
Heather M. Staggers
Jason Marshall Temple
Chanda Kaye Thames
James Tyrone Thomas, Jr.
Gaylan Ray Towle II
Cornelius Dupré’ Vandenborn
Matthew Colin Webb
Caroline Elizabeth Whiteman
Weston Scott Whitsitt
William Kyle Williams
Joel Michael Wood
Ryan C.Wylie
Julia Landy Ziegler

Melanie Dawn Jackson
Terrill Akanni Tonye Jimoh
Rasel Kamal Khondaker
Zachary Wade Kirby
Sydney Elizabeth Lacefield
Carrie Anne Lankford
Meredith Elizabeth Lee
Malory Dawn Love
Kaylan Louise Lowrie
Preston Lawrence Matthews
Rachel Nicole McDannold
Andrew Thomas Mikeska
Jena Sue Mitchell
Brian David Moore
Michael Jay Nasworthy
John Thomas Nickel
Craig Mitchell Paczkowski
Courtney Leigh Patterson
Matthew Wade Pendergrass
Aaron James Powers
Adam Duane Pryor
Sarah Kathryn Ramm
Tyler D. Reed
Federico Reyna
Robert Charles Richey, Jr.
Chad Bennett Robinson
Matthew Justin Roche
Samuel R. Rogers
Daniel Wayne Sandefur
Logan Wayne Shipman
Sean Patrick Smales
Amelia Nicole Snowden
Kevin Lee Sommers
Ryan James Stephenson
Catherine Marie Terrell
Leona Thao
Kayla Marie Toelle
Christina Louise Turney
Jared Scott Webb
Brandon A. White
Becca Leigh Whitman
Adam Joseph Williams
Cody Lansing Wilson
Lydia Ruth Wuerflein

*Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
• Management Information Systems •
Mohamad Khaled Aljasem  Joshua Atchley
David Clark Ayres  Barry Lee Ball
Allan Michael Bechtel  Taylour Alexander Bunch
Christopher Scott Caudill  Robert Donald Danklefsen
Daniel A. Dennis  Jacob Kansas Domann
Randall Robert Dryden  Mark Joseph Dunbar
Kevin Scott Engle  Farshid Samuel Fadaei
Emily Jackson Farley  Mason James Frazee
Benjamin James Friske  Darin Charles Gerald
Michael W. Haley  Aaron Wayne Hilton
Dickson James Howell  Colby Taylor Howser
Sarah Michelle Kester  Alex Ross Luhman
Daniel Jeffrey Mace  Logan Patrick Magness
Jennifer N. Maloney  Sarah Michelle Massucci
Gary Eugene Mayden  Matthew Wayne McCabe
Gavin Lee McMahan  Jack Anaua Mead
Ryan David Menge  Jacob Andrew Miller
Jonathan Mark Miller  Justin K. Miller
Jesus David Moreno-Segovia  Trevor Andrew Rafe Napier
Troy Spencer Oden  Matt D. Overman
Bao Quoc Pham  Adam Wilson Porter
Benjamin David Post  Jonathan W. Prines
Jordan Robert Rieck  Logan Chase Rinehart
Ian Becker Roberts  Ryan Carl Robison
Daniel E. Schrader  Troy A. Schweinberg
Aaron M. Shepherd  Stefan Kirk Skinner
Patrick Alan Storm  Stephanie Nicole Sumrall
Zachary Wayne Tate  Peter Lyle Towne
Gabriel Ryan Trujillo  Eric Paul Turner
Wendy Vrooman  Darrin Michael Webb
Taylor M. Winsett

• Marketing •
Katherine Lynn Aldrich  Jeffrey Tyler Aldridge
Van Randolph Alston  Ryan Lee Anderson
Brett Andrew Appling  Jase Logan Baldridge
Katie Bannister  Jessica Leigh Barnes
Robert Francis Barry III  Britton Christopher Bechtol
Kaylee Elizabeth Brace  Chelsea Beth Carner
Alecia Dawn Cartwright  Michael Brandon Catlett
Ashley Dawn Cobb  Charles Asher Coe
Copan Joe Combs  Aimee Lynn Comerford
Brian Miles Conaway  Kali Nicole Cowan
Jordan Elizabeth Cowherd  Darcy Ann Cramer
Lauren Mary Daniels  David Daudin
Keely Rebeka DeGiacomo  Elizabeth Grace Dobbs
Jordan Dare Donahue  Amy Jo Dutra
Jessica Dionne Dyer  Eric Jacob Eaton
April Joy Eckert  Jeremy M. Edington
Chelsea Nicole Edwards  Ashley Eileen Fields
Thomas David Fowler  Laura Lee Regina Graham
*Honors College Degrees*

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

- **Summa Cum Laude**, 3.90-4.00
- **Magna Cum Laude**, 3.80-3.89
- **Cum Laude**, 3.70-3.79

(based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA)

---

**Summer 2012 Candidates**

**Accounting**

- Ashley Jean Beats
- Taylor Ann Degraffenreid
- Robert Aaron Dixon
- Jason Russell Hall

---

Steven Michael Grayson
Rebecca Blackmon Groom
Stephanie M. Hankins
Weston Laird Harlan
Heather Nicole Hill
Caroline Anne Holland
Bryant William Hunter
Blake Wesley Keller
Cory Beth Kennedy
Lindsay Nicole Kilgore
Alexis Marie Knight
Kathrine Alyce Larsen
William Chadwick Little
Janae Dalaina Martin
Fernando Antonio Martinez
Brittany Carlene Wyatt Mason
Spencer Marshal McKinney
Stephanie Dawn Mitchell
Bradford Keith Moore
Kathryne Rose Munsch
Sean Michael Murphy
Brady Mark Pierce
Allyson Elizabeth Pitre
Lynsay Dianne Quinn
Jessica Michelle Reid
Jon Austin Robertson
Sarah Jenae Sanders
Brandon Blackwell Stuart
Keon M. Sumbry
Meltem Karla Tankut
Madison Rene Tholen
Joseph Michael Tygart
Benjamin R. Vance
William Travis Weaver
Taylor Lynne Webb
Melissa Nicole White
Krystina Renee Wyatt
Katherine Evan Greenawalt
Lara Ann Hairston
Sean Michael Hardy
Lacey Jean Hendrix
Rachel Ann Hoelscher
Thomas Mason Humphries
Sierra D. Jackson
Phillip S. Kelley, Jr.
Haley Joann Key
Devin N. Kinman
Chad H. Langley
Nicholas Ryan Larson
Emily Ann Loewen
Lauren Elizabeth Martin*
Nicholas J. Martinez
Brittany Ann McDole
Callie Ann Menie
Marcus Allen Montgomery
Bethany Anne Morris
Brett William Murphy
Parker Joe Patton
Wade Matthew Pierce
Aja Milan Alexandra Prince
Michael Ryan Rapella
Jeffrey Patrick Risenhoover
Carley Alyssa Rupp
Garrett William Sauls
Johnathan Ernest Stublaski
Mihaela Ana Susa
Jessica Ann Taylor
Samantha Jo Turner
Caitlyn Rae Underwood
Kelsy Danielle Vorderlandwehr
Cali Marie Webb
Bridgett Michelle Webster
Madeline Brooke Whitlow
Megan Marie Wynn

---

*Honors College Degrees*
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

- **Summa Cum Laude**, 3.90-4.00
- **Magna Cum Laude**, 3.80-3.89
- **Cum Laude**, 3.70-3.79

(based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA)
Megan McGee                          Anthony Larmarcus McMillan
Cameron Patrick Peterson            Justin Andrew Pierce
Zachary Clark Pool                   Pelin Shi
John Robert Weber IV                 Kelley Anne Whitfield
Misty Danielle Wood

• Economics •
Samantha Corrin Bird                 Matthew Berry Bowen
Richard Scott Harris                 Matthew Stephen Kennedy
Brittania Leah Mecher

• Entrepreneurship •
Brice Jamison Mitchell

• Finance •
Kimberly Nicole Feger                Keegan Thomas Grooms
Jarred Seth Handley                  Kathrina Evette Harris
Emily Layne Henton                   Bryan Thomas Hogan
Landry Eugene Leach                  Cassandra A. Padilla
Talon Michael Riley                  Ting Ting Shen
Cory Christopher Sloan               Clayton Lawrence Stanphill
Justin Donald Sykes                  Keith Douglas Weldon

• General Business •
Meagan Renee Ashing                  Richard Gerrod Bailey
Jacob Nicholas Bollig                Terrisa A. Hardy
Melinda M. Mercado                   Ken Trung Nguyenvo
Jonathan Drew Page                  Ryan James Sherer

• International Business •
Tyler Thomas Alaback                 Michal E. Barkley
Richard Scott Harris                 Sarah Margaret Lanier*
Tyler K. Londagin                    Megan Elizabeth Lowden
Justin Donald Sykes

• Management •
Ahmad Abdolsaheb                     Jovanny Aybar
Baylee Ann Bellflower                 Casey Paul Bolton
William Stuart Boyes                 Robyne Kaye Chatham
Andrew Kenneth Cooke                 Jesse Cordrav
Adam Blake Drain                     Rebecca Ann Garrett
Meghan Cherelle Gilmore              Lynlee McKay Goddard
Charles Gray                         Jennifer Michelle Hall
Beverly R. Hanford                   Daniel Mark Hoffman
Kori Leigh Hurley                    Deanna Ashley Johnson
Krista Thi Lopez                     Colby Dalton Lowe
Michelle Martell                     Charles LaRon McKinney
Keon Montel Miller                   Honore Lumbwa Ngoi
Eric Brian Peterson                  Luke James Powell
Patsy Lynn Rickert                   John Nathan Ross
Asher Cole Spaulding                 Kristin Beth Varner
Jonathan Bradley Wade                Hannah Joyce Zettle


Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

Management Information Systems
Jeremy Edward Davison                Chad Thomas Henderson
Bobbie Wayne Jackson                Kevin Kerby
Dane Richmond Taylor

Marketing
Blake Carlin Ahrens                 Ian J. Atzenhofer
Johnson Charles Bailey              Brian David Bus
Micah D’et Bussey                  Courtney E. Coulter
Courtney Marie Crouch               Alan Anthony Farley
Ashley Shawnee Gillum               Rachel Rose Holt
Catheryn Ryan Johnston              Brett Rebecca Knapp
Alyssa Lynn Korsmo                  Stephen E. Martindale
James Taylor Mask                   Jeremy D. McCan
Brennan Ryan Medford                Bryan Michael Metzger
Alexander Neil Moon                 Michelle Briana Morris
Joshua Aaron Neil                   Emma Mariah Newsom
Brett Taylor Reavis                 Nicole Vazquez
Kelsey Dawn Wesberry

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2012 Candidates

University Studies
Chelsea Lynn Thomas                Ashley Roland Wright

Summer 2012 Candidate

University Studies
Amber N. Ryan
Additional Fall 2011 Degree Recipients

OSU fall degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU fall commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the fall commencement book. However, because the fall commencement book goes to print shortly after November 1, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Nadia N. Ablorh • MS International Studies
Kassia Dawn Allen • BSHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Nawaf Mohamed Alsudairi • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Kari Renae Ames • BA English
Carol I. Babb • EdD Higher Education
Joseph Michael Baker • BS Computer Science
Taylaura Leigh Baker • BSHS Nutritional Sciences
Melissa M. Barbee • MBA Business Administration
Manuel W. Barrett • MS Environmental Engineering
Jake Daniel Basden • BSHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Jeana Marie Bateson • BS Career and Technical Education
Timothy Michael Bell • BS Computer Science
Holly Anne Bernard • MBA Business Administration
Robyn Marie Besser • BSAG Agricultural Education
Nick Craig Biggs • BSBA Management
Blake B. Blackwell • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Pallavi Bobba • MS Chemical Engineering
Marco Antonio Borunda • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Ashley Anne Bowmar • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Alexandria L. Brackett • MA English
Jonathan Thomas Brocksmith • BSBA General Business
Katie Elizabeth Brown • BSHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Kelsey Leigh Buck • BSBA Accounting
Tyler Gene Buckminster • MS Health and Human Performance
Joel Nicholas Burks • BA Psychology
Melissa M. Burr • MS Human Environmental Sciences
Jessica Calvi • MS Psychology
Kerrie E. Cantrell • MBA Business Administration
Kelcy Renee Carlberg • BSAG Horticulture
Paul D. Carr • MA Philosophy
Brett G. Chase • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Wai Ping Chew • MS Food Science
Jaemin Choi • MS Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Douglas E. Christerson • MAG Agriculture
Laura E. Christian • MS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Caitlin C. Cleary • MS International Studies
Adam B. Cobb • MAG Agriculture
Lisa A. Coffey Conrad • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Rebecca Crain • MS Educational Psychology
Mary Cross • BS Leisure Studies
Dina Maria Cundith • MS Human Development and Family Science
Molly Grace Davis • BSBA Management
Dominic Kristin De Bruin • BSBA Management
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

Mark Leslie Dixon  •  BUS  University Studies
Michael L. Dobbins  •  MBA  Business Administration
Christopher Joseph Douglas  •  BSET  Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Andrew Kennedy Eaton  •  MBA  Business Administration
Nathan Bradley Eyster  •  MS  Industrial Engineering and Management
Jordan C. Ferrin  •  MS  Interdisciplinary Science
Jorge Luis Figueroa  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Jillian B. Finch  •  BA  Psychology
Kevan B. Finley  •  MBA  Business Administration
Luke Jonathan Flusche  •  BSBA  Accounting
Jonathan David Forsman  •  BS  Physics
Erica Mignon Foshee  •  MS  Educational Leadership Studies
Naomi M. French  •  MS  Mathematics
Katherine Ellen Galatian  •  BA  American Studies
Phillip Alan Gange  •  BSEE  Electrical Engineering
Samuel Joseph Garlett  •  MBA  Business Administration
Gregory Lawrence Gibson  •  BS  Aerospace Administration and Operations
Kaydee Jayne Gibson  •  BSBA  International Business
William A. Gilvar  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Christopher Alan Gimmel  •  BSBA  Marketing
Erik Kirklind Gonzales  •  MS  Physics
Jacob Irval Greer  •  BSBA  Management Information Systems
Sandeep Gutta  •  MS  Electrical Engineering
Minchae Han  •  MS  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Darius Dante Hart  •  BSBA  Management
Daniel Lee Hayes  •  BSBA  Management
David Wayne Hayes  •  BS  Aerospace Administration and Operations
Kristi Nichelle Haynes  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Matthew Thomas Helberg  •  BSBA  General Business
Erin Lynn Hensley  •  MAG  Agriculture
Peter Ivan Hess  •  BA  Art
Timothy Scott Hibbs  •  BSBA  Finance
Tyler William Hiemstra  •  BSBA  International Business
Joshua Mitchell Don Holt  •  BS  Aerospace Administration and Operations
Trenton Davis Hood  •  BSBA  Marketing
Deborah Counts Horton  •  MA  English
Joel Lester Hulsey  •  BSBA  Management Information Systems
Phillip Ray Humphrey  •  PhD  Business Administration
Brian Mitchell Hunter  •  BSBA  Management
Yoongu Hwang  •  MS  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Fawn Maria Jackson  •  MAG  Agriculture
Melissa Randi Jackson  •  PhD  Psychology
James Andrew Jarvis • MS Natural and Applied Sciences
Daniel Hugh Johnson • MBA Business Administration
Jongoh Kang • MS Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Seung-Hyun Kim • MS Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Sujang Kim • MS Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Ananta Dubey Kirikera • MS Economics
Katie Klaus • BSBA Accounting
Michael W. LaTorre • MBA Business Administration
Megan Marie Landry • BSHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Zhong Jie Lau • BSIE Industrial Engineering and Management
Christa Lynn LeClaire • BSBA Management Information Systems
Emilee Ranae Lehenbauer • BSBA International Business
Cade McDonald Lewis • BSBA Management
Logan Mason Liebel • BSBA Finance
Spencer Cody Lucas • BSBA Accounting
Cameron Deverill Ludewig • BSBA Finance
Joseph Randolph Lyon • BSBA Management Information Systems
Sylvan Evaine Mansfield • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Morgan Dawn Mathis • BSBA Management Information Systems
Sean Anthony McAnulty • BSBA Economics
Victoria Marie McArtor • BA English
Lacy Julianne McCullar • MS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Andrew McGee • BUS University Studies
Jonathan D. McGuire • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Sterling Lee McHan, Jr. • BA Political Science
Christopher Thomas McQuary • BSAE Aerospace Engineering /
BSME Mechanical Engineering
Travis Kenneth Meek • BA Liberal Studies
Brett William Miller • BS Geology
Rodney L. Mills • PhD Animal Nutrition
Jill Renee Minahan • MS Interdisciplinary Science
Candace R. Moore • MS Sociology
Cade Garrett Morris • BSAG Entomology
Daniel Grayson Morse • BSBA General Business
Jarrod Donald Mott • BA Psychology
Matthew Clay Mowdy • BSBA Accounting
Anna Marie Murch • BSAG Animal Science
Pamela Lynn Murphy • BSBA General Business
Jerri Deeann Newton • BSBA Finance
Khoa Dinh Dang Nguyen • MS Quantitative Financial Economics
Tony Anh Nguyen • BSBA Economics
Travis W. Nichols • BA Theatre
Kelly Lynn Offutt • BUS University Studies
Sanghyup Oh • MS Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Sonya Denise Oliver-Seals • MS Interdisciplinary Science
Aleshia Michelle Overall • BS Psychology
Daniel Oyster • BSAG Plant and Soil Science
Sunyoung Park • MS Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Christopher Russel Pendleton • BA Sociology
George G. Petkovich • MS Interdisciplinary Science
Baron Zacharie Phillips • BSBA Management
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).

Alicia Elizabeth Plati  •  MBA  Business Administration
Lauren Patricia Pratt  •  BSBA  Accounting
Jerry Don Prescott, Jr.  •  BS  Physical Education
Jeremy Don Ragan  •  BS  Biological Science
Christopher Allen Raney  •  BA  Political Science
Gary D. Redfield  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Paul Ryan Redinger  •  BA  Sociology
Victoria Lucille Richards  •  BSHS  Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Robert Stephen Robertson  •  BSBA  International Business
Deborah D. Scroggins*  •  BA  American Studies
Leonardo Silva  •  BSBA  International Business / BSBA Marketing
Joseph P. Simmons  •  MS  Animal Science
Matthew Joseph Simmons  •  BS  Secondary Education / MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kristina Marie Skorkowsky  •  BUS  University Studies
Annette Michelle Smith  •  MBA  Business Administration
Jessica Ekom Smith  •  MBA  Business Administration
Katherine Jane Smith  •  BA  Art
Sally Elizabeth Smith  •  MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Sujeet Srivastava  •  MS  Hospitality Administration
Parker Southwick Stenberg  •  BSET  Electrical Engineering Technology
Ashley Lauren Streber  •  BS  Elementary Education
Tracey Preston Sudberry  •  BSBA  Management
Nicole Marie Thatcher  •  MSBA  Accounting
Brandon A. Tinsley  •  MBA  Business Administration
Stephen Phillip Tyler  •  BA  Political Science
Katherine Ann Ward  •  MS  Natural and Applied Sciences
Katherine Victoria Ward  •  BS  Elementary Education
Takuto Watanabe  •  BSBA  Management
Alice Marie White  •  BSAG  Agricultural Communications
Amy Elizabeth Whitley  •  MBA  Business Administration
John David Williams, Jr.  •  MBA  Business Administration
Terry Dewayne Wilmott  •  BSBA  Accounting
Bing Yam Wong  •  BSBA  Finance
Robert David Wood  •  BSME  Mechanical Engineering
Chance Levi Worrell  •  BSAG  Agribusiness
William Michael Young  •  BS  Computer Science
Zhe Yuan  •  PhD  Electrical Engineering
Christopher J. Zielesch  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management

*Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.90-4.00; Magna Cum Laude, 3.80-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.70-3.79 (based on final cumulative graduation/retention GPA).
The list of degree candidates was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of graduation. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a degree from Oklahoma State University at this commencement. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Colleges and the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.
Academic Regalia

The robes, hats and hoods worn by faculty members and graduates as they march into the commencement hall, and even the different colors you see on them, have historical origins and significance.

During the Middle Ages, scholars at the earliest English and European universities wore wool or fur garments to stay warm in the drafty, stone buildings that were poorly heated. Most of the scholars were also monks or priests, and as such had the hair shaved from the crowns of their heads in the distinctive clerical tonsure. Most wore cloaks that included a hood that could be pulled up to keep their heads warm. The academic gowns and hoods were adapted from both secular and clerical garments of the time, and the hood was chosen by the early scholars to indicate by color, trim or binding the degree held by the wearer. The style of academic dress most frequently worn in the United States dates back to colonial times, although it was not formally adopted until near the end of the 19th Century, when it was chosen as appropriate attire by the Intercollegiate Commission during a meeting in New York. It has remained the general standard in America since, although some variations occur at individual institutions. In the United States, black is the traditional color for academic gowns, although some institutions allow holders of doctoral degrees to wear robes in the university’s colors.

The sleeves of the robes vary, depending on the degree held by the wearer. The bachelor’s robe has long, pointed sleeves. The master’s robe has sleeves that are oblong and closed at the ends, with slits through which the arms may be extended. The doctoral robe has a full sleeve with a velvet facing on the front and at the neck, and three velvet bars on each sleeve. The velvet may be black or of a color that symbolizes the degree held by the wearer.

The head covering most commonly used in the United States is the square, tasseled “mortarboard.” Some American universities, however, use berets, and in other countries a variety of styles of head coverings is worn with academic regalia. The tassel is usually black and is worn over the left front quarter of the mortarboard. Holders of doctoral degrees may wear gold tassels.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of American academic dress, which through color and design may indicate the wearer's degree and the institution at which that degree was earned. Hoods are lined with the colors of the institution that awards the degree, and may be faced with the color designating the degree awarded. Hoods vary in length. The bachelor’s hood is about three feet long, the master’s slightly longer and the doctoral version is longer still and is decorated with broad color panels.

Candidates for advanced or professional degrees wear hoods symbolic of the degree. The color of the trim of the hood and the sleeve chevrons and panels of the academic gown are distinctive of the degree as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree:</th>
<th>Gown:</th>
<th>Hood:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Black Velvet Panels</td>
<td>Blue Velvet Collar and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Light Blue Velvet</td>
<td>Light Blue Collar Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet Collar Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Steel Gray Panels</td>
<td>Steel Gray Collar and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>White Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The colors of Oklahoma State University are embodied in the lining of the hood (orange and black chevron). The colors of the hoods of faculty and guests are those of the institution conferring the degree.

Portions of the proceeding were adapted from the commencement program of the University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
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